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In growing numbers, people are actively looking for ways to
improve achools and to get involved in making die decisions
that shape school

...
changes ..

For the limit eight yearn, the Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory, has worked on developing an approachthlit brings
citizens end educetor4 together to solve sohaM, problem and
plan educational improvement. The approach is called the
School-Community ProcAma.. Since 1988, several Communities
in Alaska, Washington, Oregon and Utah have used this
process to start a kindergarten,improve vocational_offerings,
create an adult edocatign program and construct two new
schools.

The School-Community Process'also fosters a three-way
partnership among local, regional' and State educltion
agendies, each with an essential role. .

Ai the local lexel-a representative school-commUnity grou0,
made up cif citizens, educata's and.students, work cooperatively
with the school staff and board in planning and implementing
needed educational inprovernents.r .

....0
. 4

The efforts are reinforced by the regional edubation agency
which provides the services of process facilitators to assist
Joon1 groups in their planning and implementation activities.

State agencies, such as state departments of education or
colleges_ add to the total effort by providing tratning kW'
process faailitators and support for local dintrict chanT,..

series of papers have been prepared especially fbr state
and regionSI educetion agency staff. These papers provide
bsckwound informatton about the process and describe ways

man state and regional agehcies can initiate and support
Ihe process. An annqtated list of tho papers in'two gróupt
fol lows.

.
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FINDING OUT MORE ABOUT THE SCHOOL-COMMUNITY PROCESS. /

J
These papers provide background information about the Schook
Community Process. Experienced consultants are available from
the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory to help agencies'
further explore .the process and to plan a tailor-made program.. _

MAKING SCHOOL-COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS WORK N. ,
By. Janice Druian .,..

4.

Describes how the School-Conimunity Process works
at the local level.

BUILDING THE CASE FOR A SUPPORT NETWORK
By Raglan G. Green

Describes what state and regionil education agenciesi
can.dcr to support the School-Community Process:

ALTERNATIVE WAYS TO ORGANIZE A SCHOOL-COMMUNITY. PROJECT
By Diane Jones

Illustrates three ways in which the major elements
of the School-Community Process have been organized
for particular projects.

ESTIMATED COSTS FOR PROJECT ELEMENTS
By Diane Jones

Indicates a range of costs for each project element:.
state, regional and local agencies select which
elements to include in &project and may share the
costs.

BUILDING A SCHOOL-COMMUNITY PARINERSHIP:
WHAT HAPPENED IN SAN JUAN
By Carleen Matthews and Diane Jones

Highlights how a school district in southeastern
Utah and the state education agency became
involved in and implemented a school-cbmmunity
prqject.

CITIZENS AND EDUCATORS WORKING TOGETHER:
WHERE DO YOU STAND?
By Diane Jones

A self-administered survey with questions that
focus on notions about public involvement in
educational decision making and related agency
support.

2
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USING THE SCHOOleCOMMUNITY PROCESS

. .
The following papers provicle information forillanning and implementiq
agency activities that support the School-Community Process. The
pipers are designed to be used.in conjunction with consultabt and
training services provided by the Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory.

.

s

AN APPROACH TO PLANNING SC41001.-COMMONITY SERVIrES
By Carolyn Hunter .

. ' t, . .

Addresses theprelirninbry planning that octurs after,
a school-community proiebt has been generated but
before resources for implementation have been allocated.,

e

SELECTING A PROCESS FACILITATOR
By Diane Jones

'Provides a bri f description of the role of a process
facilitator aW qualifications to consider when hiring,
a process fa ilitator.

SUPPORTING AND MIMING PROCESSFACILITATORS
By Diane Jones .

Diicussirs ways an agency staff member can help
process facilitators-plan and-earty Out their work.

SHARING,INFORMATION
By Carleeff MattheWs .

Examines why, when, and Oow to share informatio
among participants in a sihool-commur :ty prolec

FACTORS OF BUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION
By Carleen Matthews

4.

Presents some implications of recent research
with regard to introducing and stIc:4;1.,,,*np innovations.

PROJECT CONTINUATION
By Cirleen Matthews

Describes some of the important factors that affect
whether or not an innovation continues or is expanded.

Oft

EVALUATION: QUESTIONS FOR CONTINUOUS PLANNING
AND ASSESSMENT-
By Diane Jones

Presents sample quostions that can be used as a basis
of evaluating a school-community project.

11110.1.1.114
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Project Continuatic
In an educational service district
office, we overheard a conversation
between the coordinator of the School-
Community Process and a consultant
'from the Rural Education Program.

"I am woriied about ciur prodess facil-
itators," the coordinator said. ."7;hey
are working overtime--during the 6ty
they plan and train, and during evenings
they faci/itate their school-community
groups."

PI know! The school-community groups
are beginning their needs assessment,
ahd that's a heavy time in the process."

"Now our agency wantS them to facilitate
.community goals-planning workshops in
all the districts in our region2".

"How do you assess the problem?" asked
the consultant.

"On the one hand, I don't want them
spread too thin,." replied the coordina-
tor. "But then again,..I want this
project to expand next year into other
school districts. We're on a biennial
budget, and right now the agency is
deciding whether to fund all the process
facilitatprs in the next round."

"So you feel a double bind? If they
accept the requests to do these new
workshops, they may not be able to keep
up with their present work. But if they
refuse, then other districts may not see
hw the SchOol-Community Process can
benefit them."

"Exactly! And this agency may not
plan for the bucks to carry this
work on in the future-"

Copyright 1976 by the Northwest Reuional
Educationa Laboratory, 710 Southwest Second
Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97204. For
information on the status of this developmental4
copyright, contact the Laboratory.
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As the School-Community Process gets undetway, the coordinator and
process facilitators may find themselves facing conflict between, the demands
of current work and the-call oftfuture prospects.' Conflicts between the
needs of the_proat and future services,of the larger agency of which ft
is a j'art,ft-st be acknowledged and steps taken to work them out. The lyng-
term continuation of'the School-Community Process is then more.likely.

. -

Project continuation, Ne., the survival and expansionIof a project's
operations and influence, is difficult amid funding unceitainties, spiraling
inflation, and changing.educational priorities. Some people consider a
project "continued"' wheh the sponsoring agency decides to carry on with the
originalgoals and treatment. However, field experiengi:f the Rural Ed4ca-,
tion Isrogtam and the findings of educational research us.to believe
that project continuation.is not always such a straightforward matter, nor
does it Alidys result from formal agency deaisions.t

Rather than simply, a yes or no decision to Fontinue supporting the,
School-Community Procebs with agency,funds, we've-found that project con-
tinuation oacurs when porti9ns of the process become part of-the ongoing
activities of an agency. Ttis happens'best when the projectAnd the sporv-
soring Agenc7 m-4-uarlyLinfluence each other and.become interdeliendent.

This interdepe9dencebetween project and sponsoring agency has been a
vital concern to the Rural Education,Program. As .we'lle looked at,our suc-

. cesses and failures in the field, we have found that some factors kept
recurring and were noticeably present in School-Community Process projects
that continued. In projects where these factois,were weak or ladling, there'
was difficulty in achievirig Cóntinhation.

J

kWe'vtreated these fAe btors as "principles of interdependence," and
five:bf'them which seem espeqally important are ownership, skill training,
recognition of the uniqueness of each situation, representative participa-

.,tion, and neutrality.1

Ownership
:he principle which seems to be most vital for successful involvement

of an Agency in a School-ComMunity Process.project, and therefore important
for project.continuation, is thAt of ownership.- As activities 'of the
scbool-Community Proceseolaold, people in the agency begin io see many
project practices that help them do their work better. Seeing the project
in this light l. they begin to invest energy and commitment in.maintaining
it. For the coordinator and others ilirecily involved, this phenomenon
mdhns that they no longer control the project and ite practices: the pro-
gram now belongs to aal the people who affdat it or are affected'by it.

/I
In a training session, a project coordin tor and two process facili-
tators were worried about"the way the schoolrcommunity group (SCG)
decided to respond-to their needs assessment data. Some survey' re-
turns indicated that .community citizens were interested in having.more
vocational courses offered in school. A relatively equal number of
survey returns indicated that citizens wanted a new.plAyground for
an elementary school.

2 9
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The FooFdinator4and a process fac...itator felt that expanding the
schdol 'curriculum.to.add vocational courses would fit nicely with
a recent burriculum priority set by the regional education agency.
HoweVer, the second process facilitatoi zleminded the team that no,
Pressure of iniervention should'interfere With the school-community f
group's choices. Without the qC0 owning their choice there would
be less likelihood that:they would support/the pruject.

Skill Training
The second principle which seems tied to the continuation oi'a project

is closely related to the firsi.. 'It holds'that members of the participating
organizations need orientation, sometimei even training, to understand and
participate in project practices. Orientatjodn and training are most suc-
cessful when they show howproject practides,relate to-their, ongoing work.
The consultant or project member who-provides orientation and training to.
personnel needs eeveral ,skills, including: awareness oR sound problem-

.

solving processes, well-developed communication skills, trainingand con- .

. sultation skills which are prac ical arid subtle in nature; and visible
leadership. '.

,

. 4
'`-.---..-

)
f

One agency/found that its 'curricultp siiacialists who. normally'offered
,technica/ aisistande..5o local school .strlcts, were unfamiliar wlth

.
the role, functions, and unAue proce ses of school-community gloups..

u Brief training sessions oriented the jesialiss *.',0 the.natute (4,the
School-Community Proceis, described the uniquk requests for technical

..... assistance that might come from local school,community' groups, and
LoifeAd practice in the consulting skills that.besefacilitate school-=

community group work. Asa.:result of using these sAeaialists, trained
in this way, the local sbhool-community grouP was more satisfied with .

their own final report 65-the sbhoolAkraril..
,

._ o, A
A Nftl

NI

i

Uniqueness of Ea6 Situatiori
The thl d principle whiCh,peems to sup156rt project continuation is that
/

the uniquenes of each situatidh must be acknowledged. This point seems
self-evident, but its ramifi ttions are not. Each agencx, prOject, and

.person is'a,unique combination of resources, needs, awarenesses, and-limi-
tatioris, an4 only the people in the situation itself know what the combina-
tion is.. When site organization people first hear about the'new project,
they often exprfts simething like: "That sounds like a -goad idea, bout 1
don't think it will work here unless we.change it around some." Such a
stateinent dosn't provide a terribly clear plan, but the wise project member
will recognize the clue and pursue the point, hunti

th
for validation and

.4
details from oers. Often it turns out that home Cision-making norm or
organizational policy of which people are only partially aware underlies
.the uneasiness. To ignore or vrolate the circumstances of the agency is to,

ensure that the project will not succeed.

. e 3
1 0
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One large-agen6y discovered that A cross7unit work group which had
been-assigned a school7-cOmmunity project had.difliculty fOcuqing

. .on the.needs of the :local site amidst all its other responsiatieies
and interests. ,After this experience, members of the group advocated
that'in the:future,,similar'projeCts might fare better if there was
clear accountability on.,the part of one agency uni0 °to supp9ri ihe
project.

. Ale
.In another smaller a4ency, however, the organization noted Omit
keeping the Schoor=CoMMunity Process in the dbmaln of just one
unit prevented other interested staff members from actively-par-.

.
.

.

ticipating. Ultimately, vh9se left oui became critical of the
project. .

.

5 ,

It iR the uniquiless of each situation which.best deterizines the course
of action. ,

Repres(gtalim Participaticr
A fourth principle associated with project continuation is thilt of

,
representative particiPation. When-peopie from all participating organi-
zations are,aware and involved, project continuation is.more likE4ly. .0ne
mital reason for this is that wide representation enhances communicafionsw
more thin any planned "P.R." program. Each has contributions to make
to the program which can greatly enhance its success and its continuing
xelevancer. If a pi-inject is perceived as one which is widely accepted, and
is congruent with other priorities, it has high probability of being

tcontinued.

In one hite, the temporary school-community group was keenly aware
of divisioh id their community between Indian and Anglo members.
Many group memberr were fearful of brinng representatives of
differentcommunity subgroups together. As the School-Community
Process unfolded,.however, a wide representation of viewpoints
was found in the school-community groups. Conflict resolution
processes were introduced when needed and the pilot school-
communitylprdjeci was completed, with the following outcomes:

.0

A.Jawsuit initiated by the Indiancommunity agains4. the local
school districts before the School-Community Process was
begun, was dropped during the School-Community Process.

fv- A needs assessment revealed that Anglos and Indians shared P

the vfew that education would 'be improved in this district
by building two new schools for rehoterNavIjo areas.

.4

. The communities where schqa-community groups were active passed
bond elections that nonschool4coymunity groUp areas rejected.

After a tryout of the school-community Process, three more com-
munities wted school-community groups, and initiated them bv
paying for process facilitators out of their own budgets.

411
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The fifth and final priteiple is'one WI(ioh makes tile others operational.

Processes which build ownership and local. partrcipation in a project succeed
when they are/facilitalied by a neutral party; a Party that is willing to

/
have the outcomes of eproject decided by the people who participate in it.
Neutral facilitation lacks investment in any one paiv.icular outcome. It

values equally people who.are affiliated and not affiliated with the pro-
ject, and promotes fair evaluation of arlactivities, ideas, Plans, deci-
sions, and programs. If the pkoject staff has difinite'ends in mind, and
bill coniider no effort,acceptable which doe's not leadttO,these ends,
ownership will quickly fade, if it ever gets started.

One regionalagency, while very supportive and'very ihterested in
the implementation of the School -Commynity Pmceqs, chose not to
conelblocalidistiidt, to pseticipatlif but rather shared infor-
mation with the districts about the- ppteitial of the projec.::.
The neutral stance adopted by 'he regidnal agency allowed each
-local distriCt autonopy in the decision to participate in the A

School-Community Process. CommunitiesCwhich elected to pertic-
ipate created aCtiva% 8017pol-corm:unity 'groups. Three communities

4, which initially chose nOt to participate llfer requested the
3ervice'of prOcess facilitatois.

4

Applying the Prindples to \Your Situatiop
SchoorCOmmunity project staff members can actualize ownership,

orientation amdktraining; recognition of the uriiqueness of each situation,-
representative participation, and neutral facilitation by initiating con-
tinuous proble 'so)ving on three levels.

On the'fi al level are the activities of the scaool-cOmmunity project
itself.. Here, a project coordinator and process facilitators tan assimdiat4
the School-Community Process int their regular work proaedures. On this

project4Cohtinuation is ore likely when:

6 emphasis is placed on staff devel,npment and training

'staff training focuses on practical work and agency issues,
rather than on theoretical concepts .

'*aining is experienced by all project staff who need to
.share a cormOn language and understand one another's
expectations

many materials that are used Tor project work are produced,
or modified, by the coordinator and/dr the facilitators.

t a
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On the segond level, which addresses agency-wide acceptance of the °\
school-community project, project dontinuation is promoted when:

Tile school-community project is perceivedloong the agency's
central priorities

. 4 4

Personvel receive orientation sci that they understand and

. 'participate in project activities

The project brings a significant change, not add-on practices,
to established agency procedures

The project confers new decision-making and communicAtion.skills

The assumptions and goals implicit in the school-community
project are perceived as'dongruent with those of the agency

. ,/ . .

, Of the third level, which address. agency administrator's, four general

questions ze,likely to determine the ( .ee of administrative support for
the continuation of the Project: -

What "success" during implementation activities can the pxoject
,.._

display?

How "central" or important are the educatidhal needs that the
_

sChool-community project seryes? ,

What hUman and material resources are required by the project?

Does the organizational ancl political climate inhibit or promote
the school-community project?

/'Generally, if administrators perceive the school-community project as
being important and succesful, having the support of the staff, and not
too expensive, their.support of project continuation can be expected.

The Agency's Effect
The 'preceding discussion foreshadows a major premise of this paper: a

project's agency setting has a major influence on its prospects for survival.
The Rand study affirms this premise, saying ". . . our statistical analysis
as well as our field work clearly showed that project outcomes depended more
on the charaèteristics of the project's setting than on any-other factor."2

If the organizational climate of the agency enhances the motivation of
project participants, the prospects for effective project continuation are
significantly increaed. In particular,' project success is keyed to the
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active support of those administrators who appear to be "gatekeepers" of
*change, and to the-degree that superintendent and agency managers feel.
committed to the values upderlyingothe project. The attitude of these
personnel directly influeinces the project staff's willingness to expand
extra effort on their project and, thereby, directly incruases the thances
Of project success.

The attitudes of agency administrators, in effect, tell the staff ho4;
seriously they should take the project objectives. Unless the project-
seems to have agency and unit priority, staff members may not put in the
effort and emotional investment necessary for project continuation.

In their study of innovative projects, Berman and McLaughlin noted:

Organizational climateland individual commdtment are Important
because significant inhovations often require more than the mere
installation of a promdsing educational method, technique, or
technology. They usually assume-that individuals alter their
traditional patterns of behavior. In other words, the institu-'
tion must adapt to the demands of the change agent project even
as the project adaits to its environment.

Because the organization must adapt if signlficant change is to
take place, the receptiveness of the institutional setting to
the change agent project.teemed a necessary condition for suc-
cessful implementatimn. Naturally, implementation was difficult
in a hc:tile environment, but indifferent settings also failed to
providp necessary support.3

7
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FOOTNOTES

. 1. -Lee Green, "Process Before Program: A Recipe for Community
Involvement," Community Educatipnióurnal (May/June 1975), Dp. 45-46.

2. P. Berman.and M. W. McLaughlin, Feheral Programs Supporting,
qucational Change;4"Volume IV:, The Findings in Review. Prepared for
the U. S. Office of Educatem, HEW. R-1589/4-HEW.. 300-75-0402.
(Santa Monica, California: Rand Corporation, 1975), p. 20.

3. Ibid., p. 21.
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Evaluation: Questions for
Continuous Planning and
Assessment

lb

At a superintendents' miSting, one superintendent asked another,
"How's that school-comruniti project going in your district?
I've been reading a little about it in the newspapers. ...and
how you passed your bond election last week."

the other superintendent replied., "Nell at first people were
pretty skeptical about how the whole thing was going to work.
But we got a school-community grovp formed and it conducted a
community survey. Based oh the survey infoxmatiOn, the school
board and the school-community group agreed on a project to
remodel the high school building; this was a tough decision
becriu... *the remodeling job and a new kindergarten were both
high priorities among community memberi. As it resuli squie
were not happy wlei the project and the nond issile was
heatedly debated. But, all things considered, I think ihe,
activities are going Wed-p.the bona-Was-Passed and people are
certainly more involved in school affairs.than they have ever
'been in the past."

Evaluation is always an important part of operating'new as well as
ongoing 'projects. Questions are frequently asked about how things are going
and what has happened as a iesult of the project,.

Mora formally, evaluation activities focus on two purposes. One is to
. continuously assess progress and make necessary adjustments during the
course of project activities. A second purpose is to summarize the results.
At selected points in time, information is gathered to'describe the outcomes
of the project to dote and the impact of the outcomes.

In terms of. the School-Community Process participahts at each level,
local, regional, and state, will need certain kinds of information to engage
in adaptive planning. Information will also be needed to determine the
success of the School-Community Process and assess the worth and feasibility
for continuing and expanding the process into other communities in a region

A,or in additional regions of a state:

Copyright (J 1976 by the Northwest Regional
EducationarLaboratory, 710 Southwest Second
Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97204. For
information on the status of this developmental
copyright, contact the Laboratory.
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A -task.force.made up of state, regional and local agency represepta-
tives could assume the responsibility of developinq and carryng out evalua-
tion-plans for ihe School-Community Piocess. The.design of an evaluation
plan and selection'of appropriate tools is the job of thisstask force and
of the evaluation expert.

Regardless of the evaluation pr ocedureg that eke used, there are certain
questions thaV-partIcipaqs'will want answere . The follwing are examples .

-of.questions that are likely to be asked as t e effectiveness of the School-
. ,

Community Process is examined.
a

Citizen Pirticipation

Has citizen participation ,

changed In the districts.that
were active in the project?

Do citizens see their partic-
ipation as meaningful?

Is there any indication that
. involvement will be increased
after the first cycle of the
project?

What new skills have'citizens
demonstrated? How will.these
skills affect future 'educa-
tional planning?

Process.Facdlitators

Were process facilitators
inoortant to the work of the
aject? .

. Did the process facilitators
receive adequate training for
their tasks?

Will the facilitators' use'these
skills in other projects? How
and where?

-Does the rogional-agency or
school district intend to
retain the process.facilita-
tors (if funds are available)?

School

How does the school staff
perceive the effect of
project?

0E11
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'4ts.

Has partiCipction.aZfected
the.way the staff handles its.
dien decision-making processes?

Do.school staff members cdho'
participated directly on'a
school-community'group wish
to do so again? Do they feel
that it was a worthwhile
experience?

44
Do school administrators feel
that theik effectiveness is
increased by this form of
sChool-cemmunity participationq

School r,oard

How did the school-community
group and the school board
interact?

What do members of %be school
boardt-feel about the impact
of the project?

Agencies,

How did participatioh in
the project affedt tfie
interactions between the local
districts and the regional
agency? Between local dis-
tricts and the state agency?
Between the regional and
state agencies?

4

What effect does the project
have on services provided by
the regional agency? The state
agency?

Training

What were the strengths.and
weaknesses of the training
plan for process facilitator
trainers?

How do these people intend to
use theirskills in the future?

How does the agency intend to
make use of trainers' skills?

v
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AnOther setwof questions-aboutAhe School-Community Process could focus
on agency procedures.. Agency staff InaLyvisb to Consider adopting regular
sgrvicep that4support school-community problem solving.

WOuld these services replace ones currently offered or would they
be additional? >

Would new services be coordinated by.an existing unit or by a
, new unit?

What effect'pills. the new services have on other services offered
by the agency?

.What would be the'best way to link information generated by local
school-community problem solving (e,.g., communities prioritizing
theiveducational needs) with the information that state or . .

regional agencies generally use to-assess educational priorities?

Information will also be needed about the feasibility of continuing a
project.

Do people at state, regional, and local levels recognize the
need for process facilitation and related services?

Would they consider adopting them permanefitly at this time?
Also, are funds available? Is there some way to reallocate
existing funds?

WhatAs the.feasibility of supporting other local'school-community
efforts in terms of cost, interest, and support? .

The basic question underlying any evaluation is, "What have we kearned
from tbis projebt and, based on this information, where are we going?"

4
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Factors of Successful
Implementatipn

Introduction
Recently, in an education agency, a group of administrators and

" specialists lingereflAn ihe hall after their formal meeting and
began sharing soie Ideas about implomenting innovative pTograms.

"The first few months of a new project are crucial," coinmented
one. "During this time all ideas leave the meeting room and get
tested for real."

Members of th_ group responded with their stories about projects
that:had succeeded--and some that had not.

Finally, a seasoned administrator said, "You know, in my younger
days I thought that planning wa.1 the most critical feature. If
a project faltered, .r9d lault the planning. Now, I think there's
more to it. Effective projects need at least as much investment
in imiVementation as in planning."

To many educators the process of implementation is a matter of organiz-
ing people and resources in order to carry out plans. Good program results,
are expected to occur somewhat automatically,,if preceded by good program
designs. However, several research studiesl have concluded that effective
implementation means more than carrying out the original plans.

A

In these'studies, investigators addresIbd independent problems and
used different concepts to explain their findings, but their conclusions
And recommendations are strikingly similar. Each study identified critical
factors that influeace successful imilementation of innovative projects,
such as the School-CommuniAty Process.

Copyright 01 1976 by the Northwest Regional
Educationallaboratory, 710 Southwest Second
Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97204. For
information on the status of this developmental
copyright, contact the Laboratory.
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_making Innovations Work
One primary factor of successful programs is that they are based on

a need felt by local people. .Studies of the National Diffusion Network's
activiotes-indicate that "successful adoptions cannot occur unless the local
school first recogr-zas that something is lackin4 in its school and defines
its need."2 Similarly, Berman anorDicLau lin found that program success was

: characterized by a "problem-solving" ori tation in the local school system.
That is, the local system had idkitified and already begun tc attack the
problem before outside money became avOlable. By contrast, failure:, in
iiriplementation v:ere associated with an "opportuhistie. orientation where
districts simply supplemented their budgets with money that happened to,be
available. Other characteristics of successful imploatentations include the
following:

4 Project designs were not "prepackaged" but were adapted iM
local people to fit their unique situations.

Rather than adopting materials which mere deNielo d elsewhere,
materials dere adaptel or developed to fit loc needs.

Continuous planning and re-planning went o ot just a burst
laf.planning at the outset.

Training emerged from the ongoing needs of the project and the
participants, rather than being.delivered in one shot at the
beginning::

4
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,d; Technical assistance was.assured continuously, in contrast to..

pne or two-day visits from busy "experts."
I

Strong support Was given by key administraeors at district and
l!
1 school levels.
/

/// ,

According tdBerman'and McLaughlin, "Data from the survey and field
work clearly indicate that the implementation strategies selected 'to carry
out a proje:t vitally influence the.innovative process and project/outcomes."3

,

TheY also point to another factor that was equally important for succes-.
ful projects. "Contrary to the assumption unierlying many change strategies.'
iMplementation did not invOlve merely the auidmatio application of a technol-
ogy. Implementation was an organizational process that implied interactions
between the project and its setting; thus, it was neither automatic nor
certain."4 Borman and McLaughlin call this process mutual adaptation.

Mutual Adaptation Creates Solutions
*" Mutual adaptation is a process of mutual interaction and influence where

all parties make adjustments to support their.olommon purpose. The'field
experiences of the Rural Education Program, togener with the findings of
implementation studies, lead us to believe that mutual adaptation promotes
sucCessful implementation of new educational approaches.

'For example, in implementtng the School-Community Process, mutual
adaptation means the focus of activity in an agency must not be overpowered
by choices made for the activities in another agency or in a participating
community. Likewise, the desiqh of the project may, need to be adapted to
the capacities of the agency. If eitner .ocus begins to dominate the other,
Communication and collaboration can brak down and project outcomes can be
impaired.

Mutual adaptation can involve a variety of adjustments. For example,
proje6t designs can be modified to fit-the actual conditions of a site.

In one Rural Education Program bite, the project design original3y
6alled for the stages of the School-Community Process to be imple-
mented ovei a 12 to 18-month period. However, because the small
*Indian comminity could only pay for three months of facilitation,
the project drsign was Modified so that the first four stages of
the'School-Community Process were.coApleted during April, May, and
June of the school year.

The following year, even though procesS facilitation had ceased,
the school-community group initiated a bicultural curriculum for

. Indian children, created a 'school library, and began a kindergarten
program.

ws)
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Mutual adaptatiorican also bring interim.changes in the standard '

practices that agency use to gupport their staff.

In a local project site the district4 superintendent recommended
.

that formal faculty meeting time be used for school'faculty to i r
become more involved in activities that supported the School-
Communit ProceSs. Re also had the teaching staff 'released from .
classroo4i duties, with pay, and hired teacher substitute's so that
the school staff could visit otlier schools.during their "search
for alternatives"--one stage of the School-Community Process. 0

In another site, the superintendent of the state eddcation agency
recommended that monies from the indervice education fuhds be used
to pay for credit hours that were granted to the state education
agency staff members who were learning to become process facilita-

tor trainers.

To achieve mutual adaptation, administrators on local, regional, and
state levels may work together to influehce decisions that previously rested
in one agency. d/

id

In one state a school-community project was drawing lear
conclusion. The stige agency task force, which was responsible
for monitoring the,project, created a project evaluation design.
The local process facilitators were concdmed thatsthe presenCe
of evaluators interviewing.local.communAy members might be mis-
interpreted as a part of the local SCG activities. A-conference
involving decision makers from the state and regional agencies
and the.local school district was held to discuss the issue. Asr,
a result, a description of the evaluation process and.a carefully
designed interview Nchedmie was oublished in the local spmmunity

newspaper. Rather than disrupting scd activities, the ivaluation
pl'ocess created additional publicity and seemed to arouse iurther
support for the School-Community Process.

These adjustments are sometimes difficult and require carettlijattention.

Although they do not guarantee success, they do increase the likelihood that
project Outcomes will be closer to desired goals. In the histoky of the
echool-Community Process:efforts invested in mutual adaptation have created
results thz. surprised the paticipants anti exceeded their expectations. As

the)day-to.day needs emerged, each project employed its own combination of
ch6ices about such issues as those just descriBed. As a result, the implemen-
tation of the School-Community Process occurred in different ways, depending
on the unique circumstances in each locale.

Building Mutual Adaptation
The main factor which promotes mutual adaptation is continPous problem

solving, which works to keep the project design flexible, adaptive, and con-
gruent with agency and field settings.
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By continuous problem solving we mean:

o

a t

0

probles4solving that systematically enables people to share
* their idea*, identify maior concerns, search for alternative

. aolutiOns, decide wtat they will do, implement their decisions,
,. and 'assets the outcomes

problem waving that establishes communication among local,
regional, and state participants

0'
.problem solving that occurs regularly'to address concerns and
maki'adjustients as needed

.

.

problem solving that is based on data about what did and did
not work well and that adjusts project activities accordingly

iCOntinuousproblem sAving isp, Way to identify issues and determine
solutions beforevroblems becalm crises. Meetings that involve repremen-
tatives of all partibipants can provlde'a forum fdr continuous problem

40.

solving.. Here participants can.monitor project achievements and modify
practices according to field and'agency needs.

-

_Continuous problem solving must consider (a) the services that are
deli:veils(' to-a local site and (b) the capacity of agency staff to deliver
and-support theBe serVices. Three questions which usually arise are:

17-1-.Is training keyed to project operations and ta4nee concerns?

2. Are users adapting materials and other resources to their
specific needs?

3. Does the project involve a sufficient number of participants
to tuild project morale and to represent a wide assortment of
community, school, and agency concerns?

Cientinuous problem solving will answer these questions in a practipl and,
efpactive manner.

Is Training Keyed Project Operations? .4
. ,

Training is more effective if the
trainer continuously considersthe,needs
of trainees and. project operations and
addresses these needs in the training.
sessions. This premise was verified
by the Rand study which found that,
"Traihing was significantly related to'
project outcomes only when it was tied
to the specifics of project operation
and to the praotical day-to-day problems
of the project participants."5



The follqwing training issues Ire
pertinent to the School-Community
Process:

Initially, process facilitators\
need a\thorough orientation to
the School-Community Process
Once they begin their field
work, trainers will need to
give concrete "how-to-,do-it"
workshops which spebifically
address the daily oPerations
in a sits.

Project coordinators need
experience koth inifacilita-
tion methods and in the local
setting. This expertise
enables ceordinators. to give
specific suggestions when

...assisting and managing process
facilitators.

Process facilitator trainers
need to recognAxe that any
'unfamiliarity Oith,the local
°setting and local issues will
impair their effectiveness in
keylpg-training to operations.

The operations of-the project
will probably indiCate that
training is needed for people
other than process facilitators.
Agency specialists and field
consultants may need training
to relate effectively to school-
community groups. Agency
administrative teams may need
training to effectively build
collaboration between groups
and agencies: 3

I.

\

Many issues are likely to arise about the relationship between,Lraining
and project operations. *A useful rule of thumb is "when in doubt, keep train-
ing practical-and immediate."

r-
The training of process facilitators involves the use of both
formal training sessions and guided field experience. In one
site, the trainers flew into the site periodically to conduct,
guided field experience. During the Initial stages of the
School-Community Process, when so Many people were assuming
new roles, the occasional visits by trainers were inadequatp
to meet the process facilitators' needs.

6
2



In response, the Rural Vducation Program sent a staff memb'er to .

liVe onsite for eight months and give.continuous guided field
experiences to the process facilitatorS. This enabled the facil-
itators to develop more secure relationships Within the site and
to prpiceed more comfortably with their work.

)

In another site the process facilitators felt that the regional
project coordinator was familiar with the technical lspects of
monitoring education projects, ut was unfamiliar with the local
'scene. After hearing their con erns, the regional coordinator
p ticipated more actively ,in the formal prOcess f9ilitator
tr ining sessions and gradually focused more attentaon on the
da "L to4lay details of the site.

0
.

..,1/

When considering the concerns'of trainees, the following issues may
arise:

Some trainees, such as process facilitators, may prefer to have
their trainir4 practical, addressed to the immediate achool-
community isu.es and processes, and arranged at regular
intervals over an extended time.

Other trainees, such as agency specialists and field consultants.
Idho are invited to work with an SCG, may be interested in less
intensive training. They may want a general orientation to the
School-Community Process, a description of a school-community
gLoup's role and functions, and Some practice ip consulting
techniques which specifically address SCG processes.

Still other trainees, such as agency administrative groups or
task force groups, may desire an orientation to the School-
Community Process, some experience with shAred decision making
and group dommunications, and experience in processes that build
collaboration between groups.

Training has been epetive if trainees

demonstrate knowledge of tasks to be accomplished and remain
task oriented,.

.demonstrate competence to carry out Xheir own tasks

use communication skills and behavior which support relationships
within A work group

use processes which buirf collaboration between groups

When th training format and the trainers offer regular opportunities
for trainee to air their concerns and to.assess the effectiveness of their

training, hen the day-to-day implementation activities can be carried out
by interested and competent people.

7



Ane Partklrents Adapting Mat Materials and 011 ler Resources to Mehra

specific Needs?
'It is important that participants periodically &Maass their materials

and adapt them to the specifics of their own situation. Adaptation may range '
from careful assessment add "adjusting of existing materials to producing
supplementary inaterials from scratch. These adaptations can play an impor-
tant role in successful project implementation and in project outcomes. As

the Rand stUdy noted: "The value of producing one's own materials may not
lie.prinoipally in the merits of the final<prodUct,' but in the activity of

development itself. The exercise of 'reinventing the wheel' can provide an
important opportunity for staff to work through and understand project pre-
cepts and to develop a sense of 'ownership' in'project*methods'and goals."

One SCG site included members from a Navajo Reservation who
created several materials and techniques which would work effec-
tively in the Navajo culture,-which has no written language.
Rather than mailing ouP needs assOssment questionnaires, which
dould be answered by only-a few .Navajos who could read English, SCG
members went from hogan to hogan conducting the interviews in
the 'Navajo language. They also translated the needs assessment
suivey.questiens into Navajo and then translated the Navajo
answers back into English so that they could send a written
report of their findings to their school board.

Another SCG made site visitations to other scllools. A special
booklet, entitled "Responsibilities ,of Site Visitors," described
the criteria the group had selected to-use, the itinerary of their
trips, and practical observation and interviewing techniques to
use during the visits. These included a notable piece of advice:
"Ask questions--keep them talking--listen and listen!"

Project participants are likely-to find that locally adapted materials
will fit their needs better. As Berman and McLaughlin pointed out, by
reworking the materials, the participantu are reworking significant precepts
of the project, gaining a sense of ownership of them, and implementing them
in daily practices. They have an interest in making the project work well.

Does the Project Involve a Sufficient Number of Participants?
If people feel a strong commitment to their new project and their school

district considers the'project to be important, then it is easy for project
participants to feel that all will go well. However, the research indicates
that individuals who are nonparticipants in the project can often communicate
negative or indifferent attitudes that erode project morale. Sometimes these
nol,participants create pressure for the participants to "give up" whcn their
work hits bumpier times.. Berman and McLaughlin described this phenomenon by
saying, "Apparently, a 'critical mass' of project participants is necessary
to build the support and morale of the project staff. Furthermore, a criti-

cal masp of prolect staff in a given site is able to establish a norm for
change in the setting, rather than making project staff seem to be deviant."7

8 2 7
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Our experience with the School-Community Process has similarly shown
that when people from all-parts of the local community, the schools, and
the supporting regional agency are aware of, and invoived in, the School-
Community Process, the project is streng*.thened. pne reason seems to be
*hat wide, representative participation enhances communication and enables
many people to see that the project can help them do their work bette'r.
When they see the project in this light, they begin to invest energy in
maintaining it.

In one state education agency, the project staff acknowledged
the principle of representation in a big way. They persuaded
members of the agency's admdnistrative team to-poll their units
and collect opinions about a position paper which' the project
staff prepared. This paper strongly advocated citizen partic-
ipation in educational decision making. The admdnistrative team
members were asked to consider the results of this polling as
they made their dec4gion about the position paper. As a result
of this procedural change:

More agency membe...s learned about the project and the
additional recogniticn from colleagues enhanced the
mor le of the project staff.

The adni.nistrative team recognized that the polling
procedure resulted in a better data base fdr their
decisifm making. A precedent was thus set which
resulted in more two-way comnunication between admin-
istrators and staff prior to administrative decision
making.
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An increhtlse in "ownershipr of the citizen participation
approach was clearly demonstratied by the administrative
team and many agency memberi.

The state board which gbverned the agency received-the
position paper, discussed it, and recommended that citi-
zen participation in educaticmal decision making become
the agency's first priority.

A representative task force was appointed to design and
implement an agency-wide inservice program regarding
citizen participation in educational decision making.

Putting It All Together
In summary, the experiences of.the Rural Education Program in the field,

together with the findings of the implementation research, lead us to believe
that a successful implementation-process is one which utilizes mutual adapta-
tion. This process promotes interaction and mutual influence between the
agency, the site, and the project plan. It relies on continuous problem
solving to make sure that within a project:

the training is keyed to operations

the matimials are aaapted to local needs

there are sufticient partici&nts to build project morale

the participants are.representative of the populAtion

Implementation becomes an organizational process that depends vitally
upon human interactions. When no one element of the project dominates,

P°

mmunipat
dion

and collaboration can be developed which help people articu-
late, and seek ways to satcsfy, their educational nees.

I

.
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FOOTNOTES

1. Three studies that are particularly çomprihensive and form the
basis of this paper include:

Julia Cheever, S. B. Neill, and J. Quinn, Transferring,Success.
Prepared for the U. S. Office of Education, HEW. 300-75-0402.
(San Francisco: Far West Laboratory for Education, Research and
Development, 1976)

Michael Fullanand Alan Pomfret, Review.óf hesearch on Curriculum
Implementation. Prepared for the National Institute of Education,
NIB-i-74-0122. (Ontario: Ontario Institute for gtudies in Educa-

.tion, 1975)

P. Berman and M. W.' McLaughlin, Federal Programs SRporting Educa-
tional Change, Volume IV: The Findings in Review. Prepares for
the U. S. Office of Education,. HEW. R-1149/4-HEW. 300-75-0402.
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(Sharing Information

The importance of Sharing Information
In communities that are beginning the Schoor-Community Process, people

may encounter,the following:

a school board member who
angrily feels that the real
intent of process faCilitators
is to "stir up trouble" among
the citizens

an education specialist who
says, "I could have volunteered
time to help the school-
community group look into
alternative curriculUM programs
if I had only known soon enough
that they nee4sd assistande.
Now I'm all boOked up."

process 'facilitator who
Wishes that occasionally the
superintendent would take
time to discuss issues before
formal memos were.sent out
about school-community group
activities

a school-communit, group
'chairpevion who feels, "If
I had known how well the
telephone survey worked in
Falls Creek, I would have
recommended using it in
Corning as well; ao it was,
people just didn't answer

'the queitionnaires that
were mailed."

Copyright 1976 by the Northwest Regional
, Educations tory, 710 Southwest Second
Avenue, Pcctland, Oregon 97204. For
information on the status of this developmental
copyright, contact the Laboratory.
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Each of these examples illustrates a tangled information flow. When
project information is not.clearly shared, people involved find it difficult

.
to make reasonable decisions,feel confused about project activitiess, or
discover that resources and activities are not well-coordinated.

Community members, process facilitators, educators, students--all
participants who affedt or are affected by the project--need to know what
is happening. When'necessary information is shared among all who need it,
thbn decision making,, planning, and coordination are more effective. Sharing
information increases the likelihood that project activities will be more
successful; and,a series cif successful experiences increases the probability
of project growtil and continuation.

When developing procedures for sharing information, consider

the purpose for which the information ia needed

when to share tbe. information

how to share the information

Purposes of Sharing Information
As the School-tommunity Process unfolds, several needs for information

will emerge. Such needs are likely to fall into the following three cate-
gories.

Orienttion
When a new project is being conaidered, all persons affected needto

share a common understanding about the nature of the project. People who

are to have an active role in the project will need information and answers

to questions like:

1. What is the School-community Process? What are its goals?

2. What might be the benefits of the process'to my community?

3. Wh., is the role of a process facilitator?

What will'the process facilitator be doing?

Who will the process facilitator be working with?

Who does the process faCilitator work for?

How can a process facilitator be contacted?

4. How will the agency be involved? School staff and students?

The school board?' CommunityAmbers?

3 9
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It is important not only for agency staff to share what they Ynow about
school-community projects--the procedures and what have been the rAsults of
such efforts in other communities--but to listen to others' concerns and to
find'out.more about the communities thai are interested in participating in
a school-community project. 'Itienough accurate information is shared at the
beginning, thtlikelihood of mninformation, false expectations, and anxiety.
is diminished. Alio, agency s"taff and potential school and comminity partic-
ipants are in a better position to determine the Probabilities of success for
the School-Community Process before engaging in time-consuming activities.

When people in local communities receive new information, it is typical
for them to express a variety of reactions. Some will be eacier to pursue a
new-opportunity. Others will spend much energy analyzing various alterna-
tives'. Some will express con:usion, and still others will 1;oice objections
to the propose4 changes.

4

Thorough information Oaring will allow for all these.responses. As
change is considered, people are inclined to communicate sitrongly about
what they want. Through the procexs of open and clear coruhication, people
become more aware of the ikkues they face, learn where they stand with each
other, and understand how others size up the impending decision. Unless the
resulting decisions reflect a broad base of opinion, they wkll not be sup-
ported and carried out. In other words,although one or two individuals in
a community and any number of agency staff may argue that a community needs
to be involved in the School-Community Prbcess, it will not be successful
unless many people in the community agree.

Making Decisions

qecision making is the process oZ making choices among alternatives.
And to make an effective or sound choice, complete information must be
available to all who are involved in making the decision.

Using as much information as is available in decision making increases
the accuracy with which consequences can be predicted. For example, a
school-community group may contact a staff member of an intermediate service
district to help them design a community survey. The utility and effective-
ness of the methods and instrumentation the consultani suggests will depend
largely upon the information available about the purpose of the survey, how
many people will be contacted, what the time constraints are, and what,
resources (money and people) a...e available.

Two kinds of information are important for making decisions: (1) infor-
mation related to feelings and perceptions and (2) information related to
knowledge aad observable events.

A

Several factors influence personal feelings and perceptions. People's
individual logic, their desires to be accepted and included, their views of
right and wrong, their sense of personal power, and their immediate feelings
about the situation arb all part of their decision making. Information sharing
must provide continual geedback among participants about these personal factors.

3
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Information about wht people know and what they have seen or experi-
enced is an important part of quality decision making. -For example, suppose
a state agency learns that merely providing financial'support for. new
school...community projects does not ensure effective, lasting projects. The ,

agency can use this inforiation to revise its policies and formulate alter-
native itrategies for initiating and aupporting projects,that are more`
likely to succeed.

Since any type of pertinent information withheld _during decision making
diminishes both the quality of the decision and-the commitment tO carry it
out, tactics for wfthholding information, such as sandbagging, using hidden
agendas, and side-talking, usually result in short-term expediency. When
this hidden information finally surfaces, the decision'must be faced again--
this time in an atmosphere of distrust and conflict.

Involvement and support may wane if decisions do not reflect reality
as perceived by projedt participants. Consequently, those involved in the
gkoject are encouraged (1) to base their decisions on pertinent information
that has been shared openly and (2) to provide those affected by a decision
the opportunitiV to influence it.

Taking Action
Mmplementing the School-Community Process is not simply a mechanical

process, but a developmental one in which the planned innovation and its
setting undergo continuous modification. A continuous flow of information
about project successes and failures is needed in order for those involved
in the project to adapt and.improve project operations:

To identify what modifications need to be made and to select ways to
carry them out requires that information be shared openly and frequently.
Regular meetings of project personnel and with local educators and citiiens
is a way to encourage people to share information about problems,.new ideas,
what'things are working well, and what needs more attention.

In the Sthool-Community Process, modifications are likely to center on

TRAIMING: Are training activities
for process facilitators keyed to
project operations and the
facilitators' concerns?

MATERIALS: Are agency staff and
local participants adapting
materials and other resources
to their specific needs? Are
eXisting materials being used?
What new materials are needed?

4
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PARTICIPANTS: Does the-project
ipolve'a sufficient number of
'participants to build proiect
morale asld to represent a wide
assortment of agency$ school,
and.community. concerns?

AGENCY SERVICES: Ia the assist-
. ance provifto by process facili-
tator!: and other agency =sul-
tan!(e viewed by local partici-
pants as useful and.beneficial?
Does agency staff have the
nebessary skills to deliver and.
support these services?

4

1.

Sharing these kinds of information enables all inwaved to assess and
adjust the direCtion of the project and to deal with both anticipated and
unanticipated problems. Methods that maximize flexible information
sharing such as frequent staff meetings, discussions wiph local school
staff and citizens, and having agency staff readily available, will help
you deal with issues as they arise and better equip you to make whatever
citanges the situation calls for.

When To Share Information
When participants are involved in a decision, they will need informa-

tion enough in advance to give them time to consider their ghoices. After
a decision has been made, people *ill want information about the results
or outcomes. The sooner people are aware of the results of decisions, the
more likely they are to assess the worth of the decisions and lea-n how
their involvement (or lack of it) shaped the decision and the res,dts. If
information is tardy--coming too late to shape decisions effectively or too
long after an outcomeparticipants begin to lose touch with the project.

Timing is also important in another way. People are more likely to use
and act upon information if it is available as they consider a decision.
Also, if individuals feel pressured to accomplish a task or seem confused by
a rapiebhange, they are less prepared to cope with new information. Pre-
senting information when it is pertinent to the task and when others can
ackn9wledge it will increase the probability of the information being used.

How To Share Information
The way in which information is presented greatly Influences whether

or not it will be used.

5



Avoid Creatkig Threat
New information brings atchange to familiar thoughts and Viewpoints.'

Peopleusually respond tochange with some level of streis. Therefore, it
is important to present information in a nonthreatening way. Avoid intei-
preting information in a judgmental manner. It works better, for example,
to say, "The survey was completed by 40 percent of the commuUty," rather
than saying, "You had very poor response to the durvey." When information
is.00mmunicated..in clear, "that's what it is" statements, then others are
able td make their own judgments about the meaning and.significance of the
information. As a result, people are less inclined to feel "pUshed" or
threatened by tho informatidn.

4.

Keep kiftanatbn Meat
Shared, decision making does not mean all decisions are made by all the

participants; neither does ft mean that all information is shared among all
participants. The content of the information.needwto te relevant to the;.
person's conoerns. For example, a school-community group needs to know how

'long tali project is funded; but they Tay not need to know all'the funding
issues facihg the support agency. Information "overkill" is a fast way to
damOen Unthusiasm for a project.

II

It is\also important to consider oonfidentiality. Informatien about
personal feelings, errors in judgment,.,privite opinions that are aired in
the process of'group discussions must stay within that gtoup. 'One incidence
of indiscretion which violates the privacy of an individual or,A community
immediately raises alarm in others. For example, i; a school-community group'
member learns that his private opinion about an agency consultant has become
public gossip, trust is quickly lost throughout the project and communication
is impaired. "

Match Communication Methods to Receivers Preferences

-s

People like to receive information
.in different ways. The way information
is conveyed often determines hoW

I

quickly--and thorough11--people will'
act on it. Some people prefer receiving
information in writing, which enables
them to digest the information when it's
convenient and retrieve it without a lot
of trouble.

Other peopli prefer more inter-
action as they receive information.
They often enjoy personal contact; they
want to question the information sourcp
and enjoy giving their spontaneous r'eac-
tions and feedback. Face-to-face

6
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conversations allow for more clari-
fication than written messages since
both persons can pick up on nonverbal

1====12.1i communication and check perceptions.
Telephone cppversations limit ()moor-
tunities to pick up nonverbal

. but still give each person time to
obtain immediE:e clarification. -0

11.11=5111:61iii=2,311.111.17.111liarilli.111111.11111MEN

a

aimming It up

Some people want a dombination
a approaches: they want sodething'in
writing first, with an opportunity to"
follow up with a conversation. Others
prefer to discuss it first and then
receive a summazy of the conversation
in writing.

questions of legality must also
be.considered. Some events in the
School-Community .Process, such as
hiring personnel or reporting the-1

'outcomes of a school board meeting,
must be captured in writi4li.nd made
available to the public.

Information sharing goes.two ways. Giving and receiving pertinent
information enables project participants to

share espectations and reach a common understanding about
the project

prepare for and make'decisions

adjukt project plans to meet perceived needs

How your school-community project operates, why it operates as it does,
and the consequences of various activities and decisions of the project
,ai.e related closely to the openness and timeliness with which information
is shared.
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4 Supporting ancl Guiding
Pracess Facilitators

Most agencies or school districts that hire a proce* facilitator also
designate a staff member to Coordinate or supervise thEI work of 'the facilitator.
Guiding and supporting one or more process facilitUvs is an impcirtant
function. For many process.facilitaiors, their role'will be a new one. .

Iraining coupled with on-the-job guidance.from a coor4inator or supervisor
can do much eto help a process facilitator effectively plan, carry o. and
assess his/her work with various school and 'community groups.

The amownt of time a staff member devotes to working with a process
facilitator varies, depending on the numbhr of process facilitators and
their scope of work. For example, a staff member might allocate three days
a month to work with a process facilitator who is working half-time with
one community. On the other hand, a staffmember might allocate ten days
per month to work with four fp11-tiie process facilitators.

This paper presents information about w t a staff member, designate
to work with and guide process facilitators can do to help taem solve
problems, make decisions, and assist others o take in active part ih school
problem solving.

Helping Procets Facilitators Become Orierited
To Their New Role

There are some things a coordinator can do to help a process facilitator
become acquainted with his/her surroundings (if a facilitator is new to ttke
agency or community) and the people he/she will be Working with.

1. Introduce the process facilitator to agency_staff. When a process
facilitator first joins the.staff, he/she will undoubtedly have
questions like, "Who works in this agency?" "What do they do?" and
"How will my work relate to what they do?" Agencx:staff members
will have similar questions about the new process facilitator.
Providing an opportunity for a process facilitator and agency staff
to ask and answer some of these.questions sets a climate for sharing
information and relieves some of thq anxiety that both parties may have.

Copyright 0 1976 by the Northwest Regional
Educational Laloratory, 710 Southwest Second
Avenue, PortIrnd, Oregol- 97204. For

information on the status of this developmental
copyright, contact the Laboratory.
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2. Introduce the process facilitator to school and community members.
Informal meetings can help a process facilitator and local people
iciest and become acquainted...These meetings offer an opporturiity to
deal with initial qusstions and to begin building ihterpersonal

frelationships.

3. FieleirocessfacilitattleditiLlecitonumun. SoMetimes
iiricessfacf.litatorwillibeiew in theicimmunity. Providing
information about the nitty gritty logistics--housing, utility
services, shopping--will be of great assistance to a newcomer.

4. Share expectations about job roles. "Just as a process facilitator
is taking on a new role, so is the person wbo will be supervising
and coordinating a facilitator's work. It is important for both
parties to spend some time sharing their expectations about antici-
pated tasks, how they want to work together and any questions'or
concerns either might have. Not only does this help to clarify and
define their respective roles, but also hellis establish a climate
of openness and trust between the process facilitator and the
coozdinator.

.t

Guiding the Process FacilitatOrs' Work
A process facilitatOr must carry out a variety of tasks in order to

teach local-,citizens and educators how to work together to plan and carry
out school improVements. A coordinator can greatly enhance the process
.facilitator's commitment; and accomplishment of tasks, by planning and
monitoring the work with the staff members rather than for them.

One technique is to use a problem-solving procedure. The coordinator
can,assist a process facilitator to clarify the purpose of each task, deter-
mine what needs doing, search for ways to accomplish this plan and carry out
the task, and evaluate the results.

For exami6le, perhaps a process facilitator has noted that discussions
in a particular group frequently-shift from the topic and are'lengthy. They
also Stem to result in indecision. Together, the coordinator and process
facilitator can clarify the problem and determine what the process facilitator
might do, i.e., suggest to the convener some new behaviors such as setting

/ 2



'time limits for each discussion topic, or per dically summarizing the major
ideas and issues of a group disOUssion. The coordinator can then help the
process facilitator assess the results of his/her efforts, noting what went
well and what didn't, while continuing to think of other solutions to the -

. .

problem.
.

Frequent probAp-soIving sessions of this nature not only help a process
facilitator gain confidence and skill, but also allow both parties to express
aatisfaction with tasks performed. Problem areas'can be discussed, such as
3kills that aren't being used, and so on.

.,

Another technique, called management by agreement, can be used to help
a process facilitator identify problems and assess the degree to which work
has been accomplished. This technique incorporates the following concepts:

-

?- Agreement. The coordinator negotiates long-range and month-
by-month written statements of the outcomes each process
facilitator is expected to produce. Both parties shape
this agreement and share their expectations about outcomes.
When both the doordinator and the process facilitator have
determined the outcomes of the work, it is likely that both
will be strongly committed to a task and its importance.
Task accomplishment is then more likely.

The statement can include the date the work will be finished
and the commitment of resources required to get it done. In
negotiating these agreements, the coordinator should not borrow N
strength from his or.her authoritative positiou to get the other
person:to agree to an untenable work statement. An agreement
that focuses on results, rather than methods for accomplishing
them, gives the process facilitator both the responsibility and
the freedom to exercise his or her ingenility. People resent
work when their commitment is to time schedules and deadlines
only and not to the quality and purpose of their work.

0
2. Provisions lor help.. *The agreement can specify the help the

comdinatoi.is committed to providing. An effective team is
built through am understanding that the coordinator is willing
to help in ways that the process facilitator might request.
A coordinator must be careful to assist rather than do another's
job. Otherwise, the coordinator risks damage to relationships
and morale.

3. Accountability.. The coordinator and the person with the work
assignment can assess together the fulfillment of the agreement.
The process facilitator can carry out a self-appraisal based on
thelagreement: the coordinator should then feel free to share
his or her impressions of how well the agreement was accomplished.
The degree to which a coordinator can encourage and guide process
facilitators will greatly influence the success of process facili-
tators and of the groups they work with.
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Regularly scheduled monthly work reViewe between the coordinator,
and the process facilitator can be used .t.co assess what has been
accomplishe, umi the difficulties that haVe been encountered, as
well as how these caa be dealt with. Then another month's work-
and-help agreement catitbe negotiated,3 The form that follows can be
used to facilitate these reviews:
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Helping the Process Facilitators Work Together
Another challenge that a coordinator faces when two or more facilitators

are employed is that of helping them examine the way they function as a
group and creating a climate in which each member feels important and has
an opportunity to develop his or her own capabilities. This means period-
ically asking'qUestions like:

Do we as a staff cooperate with one another to carry out tasks,
solve problems, or make decisions?

Do we communicate comfortably and openly with one another?

During staff meetlngs, are specific procedures followed--e.g.,
establishing the agenda, allowing time for discussion, recording
decisions?

47



Are members satisfied with tne way decisi.ons are made?

Does the staff seem clear about what it is doing and the
direction in which it is going?

When process facilitators and the coordinator first came togethel
they, like any group, go through phases. In simple language, the phases of
a group are forming, storming, norming, and performing.

Formina

When a group first meets, people
want to feel safe and secure. They
want to know what the rules are.
"What's going to happen?" They ask
questions like, °What am I supposed
to do? Who's in charge?" "Am I in
.the right place? Am I going to be
accepted? Who is likely to support
me? Who in the group is :=trong?
Who's kind? Who's funny?" Norms for
behavior and Interaction begin *b..
form. Is tqe group formal or
informal? Do people Use first names
or last naMes? Who talks to whom?
Where do people sit? Which people
cluster? iCho's a loner?

Storming_

As anSwers for these questions begin
to :Imerge, the group moves to the next
phase, storming. The sense of uncer-
tainty in the forming phase is replaced
with determination end confidence.
Silently asked questions now spill out
into verbal questions. "Who are you
(the coordinator) and what are yow7
credentials? What makes you ,.hink you
know what's best? What's the reason
for doing this?" And questions become
statements. "I have an idea. I think
'we should..." At this point formAl
leadership is,challenged and group
members begin to experience their own
strength. Roles in the group begin
to emerge. Itl's a time of testing
leadership credibility. A coordinator
or leader must carefully structure
give-and-take so the other group mem-
bers have a sense of moving,forward,
not simply of a free-for-all. Storming
may occur over an extended period of
time. Once the issue of Power is settld,
the group moves into norming.

5
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Worming

Desirable norms that began to emerge
as the group was forming now become
confirmed. Expected patterns of
behavior are clear to everyone and
people feel comfOrt in the nc4ms.
When asked, "Why do you meet together
once every two weeks?" the process
facilitators respond with, "That's
the way we keep one another up to
date about field activities and
meeangs." Definite, clear, and
consistent norms enable the group to
move into performing.

Performing

The group gets down to workingt and
accomplishing the task._ Roles are
clear, norms secure, and individuals
can work together sharing strengths
and accommodating for weaknesses.

Under certain cOnditions the group
may revert to any one or more of the
previous phases. A phase Ihange can
'come if new members are introduced to
the group, if dissatisfaction with
leadership arises, if a crisis occurs,
if an individual's attitude or be-
havior changes.

A coordinator together with the process facilitators can also do a
number of things/ to build group cohesiveness:

1. Identify with, your group. Think of your group as a team rather
than a collection of separate individuals. Recognize your common/
purpose-and talk about what we can do rather than what I can do.

2. Build a group tradition. Once a group forms, it begins to create
its own history. Groups can refer to events that are memorable

2 and plan for activities that will create tradition. Examples
might be monthly planning sessions and occasional social gatherings.

3. Get the sroup to recognize good work. A group that appreciates the
efforts of its members ',ill promote a feeling of acceptance and
caring. When good work occurs, compliment the individuals
responsible.

6
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4. Altsistriaatiagatammum20 Each grbyp is likely to
have long-range goals. The groUp also.establishes short-term

,

goals. For example, "The goal for thirmeeting.is to make a
decision about who will take the lead role in conducting 'ills
orientation session at Ole Grange this,Friday." End-of-t,
meeting or weekly reports on goals that have been met increase
a'group'd sense of acdbmplishment.

In cohesive groups, members feel a strong kinship to each other. In a
sense, every member,is essentiall'to the group. However, kf someone is fre-
quently late or absent, the group may ftiel incomplete and less ab e to
/unction. ,

picouraging New ideas r 1
Another important function of the coordinator is to kovide and stimulate

new ideas 'for improving the ways in which a process facilitator works with
community groups and for improving schOol -community relationships. A process
facilitator may look to the coordinator for oonceptual leaderbhip in
(a) strengthening and modifying the basic approaches to school-community
problem solving, (b) improving the ways in which the agency supports local
.school -community proiects, (c) linking to other agencies engaged in support-
ing local problem solving, and (d) utilizing resources tobuild strong
school-community partnerships.

If a coordinator takes on this function, it is important to be abie to
establish and support a climate in which a process facilitator can contribute
to the design and operation of a school-community project. The following
are some techniques that can be used to encourage a facilitator to contribute
ideas to the project.

1. Encourage a process facilitator to design and carry, out hO/he
own professional development. The coordinator can facilitat
such activities by developing and sharing a sample personal
development growth plan, by working to establish a fund for
such activi5ies, or by planning for released time during which--.
a facilitator can pursue development activities. \The resulting
growth can contribute greatly to improving approaches or making
adjustments in project direction.

2. Explore with a process facilitator sone possible futures for the
project. This technique, sometimes called "futuring," is a way
to expand the potential of a project by examining all the possible
things it'could be. For example, the coordinator might ask the
process facilitator to "imagine the school-community groups as
they mightobe a year from now." what does the facilitator see
happening? How does he or she feel about this projected situation?
What role does the facilitator envision for him or herself? This
technique frequently produces a wealth of ideas,.some of which can
be translated into new goals or directions øx school-community
problem solving.



3. Solicit and listen to a process farilitator's Woes'. /t is
,iMportant for individuali to be able to share their ideas and
to feel that those ideas are valued and respected. Indifriduals
want to have au active part, and are a tremendously valuable
resource, in shaping the projlct. Creating at atmosphere in
which people can.communioate their ideas without immediate judg-
ment or criticism does a lot to promote creative approaches to
project goals-and operatiohs.

4. .assist a process facilitator to design and carry out project
improvements. For example, perhaps a process facilitator wants
to explore an idea for helping a school-community group work
more collaboratively with school staff. Support for such an
effort might be provided in terms of money to purchase a few
books or released time to attend a wakshop on intergroup
collaboration.

These are only cC.fing examples of the ways in which a coordinator can
build the kind of environment where a process facilitator will feel.his/her
ideas are.welcomed and respected.

. Summary 11,11'11%
,5

.

The work of a process facilitator is very demanding. .In the eaily
stages of a 4chool-community project, it can be confusing and frustrating,
particularly if the process facilitator is new to pe role. For this
reason, an indiVidual who proiides process facilitators with leadership,
guidance, and moral support greatly enhances the success of their work with
school and community groups.

The.approaches presented in this paper are only suggestions and must
be adapted to meet individual needs and preferences.

c.

8
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Selecting a Process facilitator
.

/
. The role of a proceas facilitator is both challenging and demanding.

Process facilitators are trained to help citizens and educators grow in their
capacity to systematically solve local educational problems bY collaborating
effectiirely with other individuals and groups. The process facilitator
works closely with school-oommunity grow* school staff and administrators,
and school boardiv

The following information is intended to heap agency staff members
identify potential candidates and select a person they feel is most suitable
for the job.

What a Preccess Facilitator Does
A procisi facilitator works with

all participants in the "School-
Conamnity Probess. A major part of a
process facilitator's job is to help
group members learn and use systematic
prob4em-solving skills. This includes
identifying problems, searching for
alternatives, developing implementa-
titin and evaluation plans, carrying
out the plans, and assessing the
results of the effort.

/For example, during an early stage of the School-Coamunity ProCess the
process' facilitator helps local persons plan and cormlutt a community-wide
survey to find out what people feel are critical educational needs, problems,
or goals in the community. A process facilitator does. not identify the
problem or goal areas. Rather, a facilitator teaches the skills needed to
successfully plan and conduct a community survey and to report the findings.

process facilitator also helps groups work togethet in ways that are
productive and satisfying. A process facilitator' assists group members to

.

acquire or improve their skills in cormnunicating, making denisions, resolving
conflict, and using various resources to assist them. in their work.

Copyright ® 1976 by the Northwest Regional
Educational-Laboratory, 710 Southwest Second
Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97204. Por
information on the status of this developmental
copyright, contact the Laboratory.



For example, if a school-community group has difficulty making group
decisions, a proaess facilitator can help the group identify the problem.
It may be lack of information, or that some members don't feel their opinions
ars seriously cohsiderod. The fapilitatorhelps find ways to.resolve it--
gathering adequate information before a decision-is considered; airing facts
and opinions from each persona trying out a different decision-making

.procedure.

.41

Throughout the School-Community Process, the role of the process facili-
tator evolves. The role evolves from a person who gets things going, to a

. process trainer Who helps people learnt° take an active part in decisions
.and planning, then to a resource, person who can supply information and link
people up to resourcesf.andlinally to a supporter of school and community
peop le... who assume e major tasks of facilitation.th

C

Working as a Process Facilitation Team
While it may not alwAys be possible, the work of a process faailitator

is usually more 'effectilr:e if ',carried out by a team rather than an individual. *

It is healthier for a team to work with groups of people since team membérs
can share skills, give each other feedback, and,spark eaCh other's creativity./
Generally, a team will be most effective if it represents:

more'than one of the local
Thnic groups

euch language that is spoken
if mOre than one.langueige is
spoken in the local area

both sexes--since community
groups usually include both
m4n and women

local/non-lOcal residency

A strong team benefits from Vle advantages of differentiated skills,
common planning sessions, flexible leadership, and a sense of interdelpendence.
And, if a team works smoothly together, people will notice and may begin to
imitate such behavior.

Suggested Crtteria for Process Facilitators
The choice of an ingividual to fulfill the role of a process facilitator

requires careful consideration. Before job announcements are distributed,

2
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criteria should be developed Obr assessing Applicants' skills and experiences.
9riteria can focus on the following areas:

previous work experlience

educational background

personal.attributes

Flerk)us YONIk p6rericle

Since the major functions of a process facilitator are focused on working
with groups, previous work experiehce with groups would be important.
Specific characteristics that should be considered include:

A

the.candidate enjoys working with
groups

the candidate has worked success-
fully with grOups to improye task
accomplishment or grcup processes

the candidlte has worked with
school or community groups

the candidate feels it's important
for groups to learn to function
effectively without the cont1nued
assistance of a process facilitator

the candidate can work with groups
in a way that promotes shared
decision making

4 Previous work experience with groups can be quite varied. Experience in
working with school or district sttaff can be beneficial--to have some famil-
iarity with how schools operate--but is not absolutely essential. Generally,
what is importaat is that a person values, and has the skills to create, an
atmosphere where people rao be open and c'an trust and learn from one another.

, A person's previous experien.lc in managing his or her own workload, dr
cdordinatinsithe activitier lf other groups, is beneficial. A process
facilitator frequently works with seAral groups simultaneously, and needs
to.he Ole to (nordipate planning and preparation tasks with meetings and
activities of other, groups with minimum supervision.

Another-lhing to consider is previous experience working with a wide
variety of People. School-community group members represent all factions
and opinions in a ccrmunity. The processufacilitato will need to work with
pers:ns with varied backgrounds and work in such a way that all groups feel
equallj included in the activities.

3



in short, no specificAxperience guarantees that a person will be a
good process facilitator, but some kinds of experience are especially valuable
when considering someone for the job. A basic background would include work-
ing with people in an educational or training situation, coordinating a
variety of activities, and/or working with multicultural or diversified
groups.

Educational Background
Just as there are no set rules for previous work experience, ,there is

.
no absolute- grescription for the appropriate educatiohal background of a

process facilitator. While many persons currently working as process facili-
tators have a $achelor's degree in education or in some area of the social
sciences, such previous training is not absolutely necessary. For example,

occasionally individuals with a lot of formal education do not suc eed as.
a prosess facilitator. On the other hand, individuals Vith only a high
school diploma have soMetimes done quite well.

During ihe Rural Education Program training, a process facilitator
learns concepts and gains skills in the following areasf

. group processes and small group theory

helping school and community groups develop ikills

problem solving

conflict identification and resolution

collaboration among diverse groups_

decision making

team building

Prior skill in any one or more of these areas would be beneficial. 'More

important than formal degrees and training, however, is attitude. It is

crucial that a process facilitator be interested in learning the concepts

and skills mentioned above, and--perhaps most important--value others learn-

ing these concepts and skill-.

Personal Attributes
In addition to work experiences and educational background, there are

certain attitudes that affect how a person works with others and, ultimately,

his or her success as a process facilitator.

4
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A

COMMITTEDto the principles a d assumptions t4at underly the
School-Community Process--sees 4tachment A.

,

NEUTRAL--the pftocss iacilitttor kemains focused on process--
how the group. solves its problems--and does not become an
advocate for any particular group's issuelaror concerns.

TOLERANT--of ambiguity. When a variety of people looks at local
school problems ih new ways, there are bound to be surprises and
frustrations. A process facilitator must be able to accept and
live with uncertaintNs

FLEXIBLE--to work outpide a consistent nine-to-five schedule.
School-community groulo meetings are usually held in the evening,
and occasionally work may take place on weekends.

ENERGETIC--bkinging forth the potential of a commun y to identifye'and nthusiasm are important.
and carry out school changes demands a lot of energ

SUPPORTSa-and-encourages peOple to, learn new skills, try out new
behaviors, and consider\new solutioni to school problems.

/--RkSPECTS--local beliefs and customs even though they may not be
part of the process facilitator's own system of beliefs.

Where To Look for Candidates
There may already be someone on staff who is qualified to work as a

facilitator. Someone who is already known in the school district or community
can be a great asset, providing that this person is viewed as neutral and can
view educational issues in a relatively impartial manner.

If'you are looking outside your immediate staff, consider contacting
social servile agencies in your county or state. The job of a process facili-
tator resemKes many social service activities and the personnel offices of
these agencies may know of people with the appropriate qualifications. Also,
regional educational laboratories and centers often have personnel skilled
in working with groups and are another type of agency to contact for potential
candidates.

Advertising in newspapers and professional education journals should not
be overlooked.

When preparing a job description, consider the sample that is with
this paper, Attachment B; it is one thatAwas used by a regional agency.
Once the job announcements have been distributed, all .7 at least a
month for applications to be submitted.

b
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Screening and Interviewing Candidates

I.

Frequently an agency appoints a committee that screens written.

, applications and interviews the selected crididates. -The committee may
include agency staff, as well as representat,ives of the local communities
and districts involved in the project. If a process facilitator will be
working with a district that has a large minority populption, it is impor-
tant to have representatives pf this group on the Scrldning committee.

--If-your agency is hiring a team of process facilitators, group interviews
will lot the candidates and the committee &embers sense who might work well

together>, An alternative to formal.group knterviews would be an informal
meeting-,-a coffee hour or a luncheon--among all candidates and committee

members.

A Process Facilitator's Salary
use the role of a process facilitator is new to many agencies, an

inevitable question is, "How much do we pay?" Thi§ is a difficult question

to answer because there are so'many variables, i.e., the agency's salary

scale; the experience and background of the candidate; the demands of the job;

and whether or nothe agency wants a part-time or full-time facilitator.

Perhaps an example or two will provide some guideNtes for what type

of salary would be appropriate.

EXAMPLE f: A half-time process facilitator is needed to work
with one small community--population of the community is 750.

A person with some college background and three years of experi-

ence as a leader in various community groups is hired. Salary

might range from $4,000 to $5,500 for a half-time person.

EXAMPLE 2: A full-time process facilitator is needed to work

with three small cOmmunities--populations of these communities

Are 700, 525, and 300. A person with a college degree and five

years of experience teaching group process techniques is hired.

The annual salary might range from $10,000 to $15,000 for a

full-time facilitator.

A process facilitator's salary dcpends on the individual's background and

experience, the scope of work, and the employing agency's salary scale.
Pd
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Summary
The role of toprocess facilitator is challenging and detnd4.ng. It is

a job that demands long hobrs, frequent evening and weekend wor and consid-
erable traveling. It can also be very rewarding to see peopl get involved
and together solve school problems. Carefully defined selection criteria,
a thorou4h sei;ch for qualified candidatess and a representative screening
committee inabase the probability that process facilitators will be s4itable
for the job and can work effectively with local communities.

f.
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AWACHMENT A

PRINCIPLES AND ASSUMPTIONS OF THE
SCHOOL-COMMUNITY PRCCESS

PRINCIPLES

Shared Decision Hakim --People affected by a decksion should help make that

decision.

Choice - The "best" scllution is not the same for every school and community.
Solutions need to match the values and resources of each area. To make a

choice implies awardhess of alternatives.

Process - The manneriin which a problem is solved or a goal met is often

more important than the end prodl . A systematic process for making choices

and changes makes the test use ot local resources.

ASSUkPTIONS

All individuals have the right to participate in decisions that

affect thRm.

Shared decision mAing results in decisions that accurately
reflect the opinions and knowledge of the entire group.

Change is ongoing; planned change is mere desirable than

.
unplanned change to improve educational opportunities

Communication between school and community members increase&

support for school programs.

Developing comMunication and problem-solving skill's builds self-

reliance and increases the chances that educational improvements

will be successful.

Every individual has worth and dignity.

Conflict is a natural and common part of change and can be dealt

with and used constructively.

X process facilitator--a person trained to help groups use a
systematic problem-solving process--is helpful to persons involved

in change.

8 5 3
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SAMPLE
POSITION OPENING

TITLE: Process Facilitator

LOCATION: iramden, Oregon

p ix* YEAR: Ten Montts

SALAPYI $1,000

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
February 12, 19XX

JOS.DESCRIPTIONI General Statement of Duties and Responsibiilties

The process facilitator role represents a relatively new service for an
''intermediate education district ?3 provide to local school eletricts. This
person is an assistant to schools and communitiepri processes related to
group effectiveness. He/she providets technical assAtance to local school-
community groups as they form and work 0:rough a systematic process to
improve the learning opportunities in their school-community. .

The process facilitator works closely with community members, students,
staffs, school boards, and school district superintendenis, assists them to
enhance their skills in communication, systematic problem solving and shared
decision making, and provides support for the new role requirements which
arise because of such work. Work with school-community groups requites
frequent lat* afternoon, evening and'weekeld work.

MAJOR DUTIES:

1. Plan activities for ,assisting school-community groups to form; to
carrY out needs assessment, search, planning, implementationand
evaluation works and to learn the skills re,uired for such work.

2. Assist school-community groUps to develop plans for school improve-
ments which incorporate appropriate solutions to sviducational needv
within their community, and do this work in such a way that
eventually the group is able to function effectively in thc absence
of the facilitator.

41' 3, Receive regular training, both formal and field-based, in communica-
tion skills, systematic planning and problem solving, group
processes, and other skills and knowledge related tc the School--
CommuAity Process.



4. Function as a catalyst for group actiun, rather than a doer.
Adopt the attitude of never doing for the group anything that 4.t
can do for itself.

4,_ Cooperate and communicate on a regular baiis with local school
:.officials, and conduct all activities in such a way as to enhance
rather-than detract from norial school functioning. Promote
eftective working relationships between all groups involved.

6. Assist groups,to (a) recognize the needs for external resources,
.:(b) deVelop the capability to select and utilize such resources,

- ',and (c) assist in obtaining such resources by acting as a linker
when necessaxy.

7. Attend all -(at first--later most) school-community group meetings.
0-

8. Attend Ognificant other community and school meetings; seek to
become familiar with community members' opinions and needs.

9. ,Widen horizon of the school-community groups. Work to assist
them to discover possibilities, alternatives, options.

10. Function at all times to work toward the agreed-upon goals of the
local sdhool-community people, rather than personal ideas of what
would be desirable.

DoCument project activities and svibmit reports to ESD Superintendent
as directed.

QUALIFICATIONS:

,Candidate must have demonstrated ability to:

1. Accomplish needs assessments

2. Develop and write plans for activities

3. Collet and preserve data for evaluation of activities

4. Write reports and maintain required log of activities

5. Attend, and particil.ate in, community functions N

6. Communicate effectively (listen, speak, write)

EDUCATION:

Bachelor degree (minimum); Major in Psycholor:,. Social Psychology,
Sociology (Social Science), Education, or some other related discipline

APPLICATION PROCEDURE:

Send letter of application and resume' to: Mr.

Inte

10 Bramd

ymon

ediate Ed
lor, Superintendent
ation District
97XXX
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An Approach TO Planning
School-Community Services

4

The Context of Planning
Good ideas--creative, worthy notions about the way things might bi--are

plentiful. A school-community partnership for improving education, fc
is one powerful idea that is now being chscussed.or investigated by peoi 2

in your community, region, or state. Planning and implementation are the
two activities that translate ideas into reality, and they are generally
viewed as bobh discrete and sequential. Given the pretent failure rate of
innovations introduced in schools, however, this translation via planning
and implementation seems chancy at best.

Why? Why do "best-laid plans . . . go astray"? Why do so many new
practices die out within six months of their inception or slowly resume the
characteristics of previcJus practices? How can an agency that is planning
to pro4ide school-community services have some assurance that its investment
of human and financial resources will make a difference, will benefit the
agency and its constituents, will pay off?

Fortunately, several recent studies
ination, planning, and implementation of
rather ccnsistent, albeit partial, clues
research of Berman and McLaughlin,1 Hall
and Miles4 have all.stressed:

targeted on the development, dissem-
successful projects have yielded
for planners and implementers. The
and Alford,2 Pomfret and Fullan,3

the close, nearly inextricable bond between planning and imple-
mentation that calls for a planning-action-feedback-planning
cycle of cl atinuous problem solving

the importance of acknowledging, and tying planning/implementa-
tion activities*to, the socio-politico-economic re:1lity where
change will take place

This paper addresses the preliminary planning process that occurs after
interest in an idea has been generated but before resources for implementa-
tion have been appro-fed. It identifies key elements of planning, describes
timing and methodology, arm provides a sample outline of what to include in
a written plan for school-community services. It is directed to persons who

Copyright %1978 by the Northwest Regional
Educationa aboratory, 710 Southwest Second
Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97204. For
information on the status of this developmental
copyright, contact the Laboratory.



are charged with the responsibility of planning by their agqncy or policy
board and is intended to provide a new perspective on planning activAies.
Although it contains information that may be used indenendently in a variety
of ways, it is designed to accompany the rvices of a.school-community con-
sultant. aknother booklet entitled Factors of Successful Implementation
discuises the adaptive planning and the implementation cycle that takes,
place after implementation resources haVe been allocated. .

awe,-

Key Elements of Planning
Deciding what's important is the key to most activities, and this

includes planning. The sorting of means from ends and peripheral from
central factors helps narrow the field of possibilities, focuses attention
on an important few, and often suggests a pattern for designing the activity.

Experience so fir suggests that successful planning for school-community
services, has three touchstones:

a shared vision of what the future can be

a design based on the vision, vihich includes adequate prepare-

C- tion for startup and a procedure for continuous problem solving

commitm9nt and support necessary to actualize the vision

Each of these is discussed briefly in the following paragraphs and in more
detail in the section "How To Plan", and each is,referenced in the sample
outline as a way to describe the results of planning efforts.

The Element of VlSion

Since the School-Community Process
is about change7-introducing it, manag-
ing it, learning from it--a first
consideration is "Change to what?"
vision has to do with a sense of purpose
about the educational system and its
role in society now and in the future.
It also concerns the potential of various
programs, facilities, organizational
patterns and materials for fulfilling
different parts of that purpose and role.
For example, is it one of the central
purposes of your group or agency to help
regions and communities make their own
decisions about school programs? Part I
of the sample olitline illustrates one
treatment of this consideration in a
writt.m plan.



Th

The Element of Design

A second consideration is that of
design for change: 'What features will
lead to the goalswe have, and wkat
prepari,tion is necessary for startup?
These questions can clarify both the
actual school-community servides to be
provided and the methods or manner by
which education agencies will provide
them. Both the services and their
delivery systems require certain
resources, staff capabilities, organiza-
tional capa1- L.les, and procedures for
continuOus ,Loblem solving. Part II of
che sample outline addresses the aspects
of design.

Me Element of Commitmpnt
Finally, the importance of commit-

ment from participants and support from
those affected by, but not directly

;:lvolved in, the planning process should
be considered. One would expect that an
innovation imposed without active client
support and adequate maintenance
resources will dissatisfy users and will
fail, and research findings bear this
out. Commitment may he the most signif-

. icant element in planning school-
community services for, in the broadest
sense, suáh services are intended to
increase the potential and actual
influence each of us has on issues that ,

impel us to action.
this promise is lost.
sample outline deals
commitment.

If no one cares,
Part III of the

with the issue of

when To Plan...

l

Effective planning for school-community serv.i.ces has Jirie of the same

prerequisites as effertive planning for other purposes--a shared sense of
purpose, sound data to use in designing the services, and people and other

3
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resources to accOmplish"the work. For planning school-community services,
this means that:

\State or regional educational priorities include assisting
.'local distrtts tope. me more effect e at inaependent prOblem .
solvino.thr gh broaa based community participation.

7

on,

A preliWinary.investigation of the Sc -Community Process and
its oUtcomes in other:sites has yielded generally positive WW
resits.

Planning a pilot project or other installation of the School-
; Community Process pas been authoriked by a ldFitimate body.

If slime version of each of.these three conditions does,hot yet exist in your
state or region, talk with the school-community consultant. Better a short
delay than an unconvincing'plan.

And When TO implement
The studies cited earlier strongly suggest,that oveeplan is overkill.

Plan enough to start activities smoothly, they conclude, but.not so much
that adaptations cannot occur freely during implementation. For'school-
community Services; in order for planning to give way to implementation:

Preliminary design should be complete.

Linkages to implementation must be established.

Processes for feedback and continuous problem solving need to
be defined.

Resources and support for implemeatation must.be

Implementation must be formally authorized.

Hcw To Plan
A host of planning.models has evolved over the years. Miles4 describes

six "classic" planning/implementation models--"muddling through," natural
development, engineering/architecture, rationalized program development,
simulation, and adaptive planning. Pure models aie seldom actualized, with
the result that almost every planning effort introduces a variation to one
planning mode or anether. Although personal or agency preference and pre-
vious experience will influence the kind of planning you or your group
undertake, the case for adaptive planning is strong--a high rate of success.

t) 9
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kiles4 also suggests that there are at least five underlying dimihsions
of all planning modelscompositiln of planning group, approach to the future.
design specilicity, adaptiveness and reflexivity, and planning-implementa-

.

tion linkage. Adaptive planning naturally ranks.high among the latter two
dimension* and relatively ,low along the middle two. The primary dangers
of adaptive'planning are therefore the tendencies toward expediency and
^lazinessdoing what works in the short term rather than what will achieve
the goal, or drifting into "unplanninl."

Reflecting on prior experience with the School-Community Prodess and
the results of the studies cited, a few guidelines for planning clin be
postulated:

a,

1. Examine your,group and revise
its membership until you have
a good balance among experts,
administrators and staff, thode
who control the-resources, and
constituentt.

2. Woe: together to develop a
shared sense of purpose and ,

commilOnt; work individually
with ose you represent to
spread purpose, commAment,
and information.

3. Gather data from previous
-experience .and informants
along the communication network.

4. Decide on the features of your
plan one at a time; leagre space
in.betyeen for action or commu-
nication and feedback.

5. Be.honest:'solicit and use
critical feedback as well as
compliments.

6. Keep design related to purpose;
the spirit ,behind design fea-
tures is more significant than
the detail of them.

7. Don't ignore iSsues of power,
relationships, and governance
because they are sti,pkier than
technical issues; they are also
more important in ,the real world.

/4
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S. Make sure that implementation
will proceed directly from
planning--same purpose, commit-
ment levelt participants (At
least some)efeatures, etc.

9. Include provisions for future
problem'solving--who, what,
how, Ohen, and where. '

To round off at a golden number,

10. Don't be lulled into thinking
adaptive planning is easy. It
requires a iligh trust Ilevel,
high tolerance for ambiguity,
high energy output, willingness
to experiment, and acceptance
of high risk from those who
would attempt it.

AYAtt

1

Even so, righ-new adaptive planning seems to be the best game in town.

What To Include in a Written Plan
A plan that includes all of the features sug ed previously might be

organized in a dozen ways. The following scheme is i4rely representative
and is intended as a starting point; it does ot takd into account special
planning requirementr,that are part of every ency's operations.

A complete outline, which begins on t14 next page, is presented so that
the flow of information is chTnt, but sections especially pertinent to the

)implementation-of school-communit services contain more detail.
el

.10511,.
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SA. APLE OUR!
I. THE POUNTIAL Cf THE SCHOOL-COMMUNITY PROCESS (THE QUESTION OF VISION)

A. Agency Commitment

1. To effective citizen ir-rolvement in aducation

2. To building the problem-solving capacity of rurul districts

B. Summary of School-Community Process Investigdtion and Results

1. From,a needs assessment

a. The assessment of statewide need§ for citizen participation
And district iaroblem-solving capabilities

.. ..

b. The extent to which the School-Community Process matches
these needs

2. From a feasibility school-community services

a. EL)ndhic feasibility

b. Political feasibility.

3. From school-community projects in other sites

aa The new capabilities of involved local districts and
communities to identify and prioritize their concerns
about eduction, then plan, carry out, and assess
imprcvements

4

b. The new capabilities of the regional and state agencies
to provide training, process facilitation,'and support
services to districts providing school-community services

c. atisfaction of participants and observers with the
hool-Community Process

L.

4. From the services of the consulting agency

/C. Relationshi in Findib s in "B" to Priorities in "A"

D. Recommendation for Continuin To Use the School-Communit
Process in This State or Region

7
61
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II. PROVIDING SCHOOL-COMMTINITY SERVICES (ME QUESTION OF DESIGN)

A. Minsion Statemnit for School-,Community Sfarvices

B. Scope of Work

1. Kinds of services to be provided .

a. Facilitation of third-party problem-solving groups

b. Training for process facilitators

c. . Orientation for consultalpter who work with loJal
districts.engaged in,a school-community project

Al. Coordination/inform.tion sharing/assesgment/planning

2. Exte9tI6of services to be provided

a. Number of local, and regional sites involved initially

b. Rate of expansion

- c. Number of process facilitators and trainers needed

3. Extent of support requiped within the agencY -

a. Financial

b. Organizational

C. Management Plan

1. Organizatiotr pattern to accommodat schwil-community project

a. Possible assignment of responsibilitl for school-community
services

(1) To a new unit

(2) To gn existing unit

(3) To an interdepartmental work group

b. Changes required in current organization pattern, if any

2. Staffing pattern needed to accomplish the scope of work

a. Staff needed and number

(1) Project Ardinatoz.

(2) Trainers

(3) Process facilitators



dig

b. Staff development neeho of the-grou:

c. Staff development activities--kind, number, scheduling

3. Continuous problem-solving processes

a. Who will be involved

b. What kinds.of data will be collected, how often, And
with what kind of devices

dr.ta be used and decisions made

4. Arrangements with a consulting agency

a. For training

b. For materials

c. For other consUlting

D. Resource Plan

1. Funding sources

2. Distribution of funds within the budget

3. Contract with the consultinq agency

III. .BUILDING SUPPORT FOR THE SCHOOL-COMMUNITY PROCESS
(THE QUESTION OF COMMITMENT)

A. The Importance of a Supportive Climate for Achieving Goals
and Obtaining Long-Lasting Results

1. Within the agency

2. Among the public

3. In other groups and agencies

.B. Existing Evidence of Commitment

1. Planning group

2. Agency support

3. Information network

C. Maintainin Commitment and Su ort During I lementation

1. Who, what, when, where, how

.2. The process of continuous problem solving

9 6
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What Next?
-
TO be implemented successfully, the project will need a continuing

planning process. This can be created during frequent and regular stly
meetings that involve many project participants. These meetings provide
an opportunity for reassessing plans and their outcomes, f9r monitoring
project achievements and problems, and for modifying prgotices in light of
implementation realities. Continuous planning ketalis the project grounded
in the day-to-day practices so that issues can be identified and solutions
determined before problems become crises.

Continuous planning that involves many project people with their multi-
ple opinions can seem like a lot of complex work. However, as one school
district superintendept invited, after disclosing that his dl.strict had man-
aged to involve 2,500 citizens in planning its annual budget, "Jump right
in. The water's finel"

4
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tang A School-Community
Potnership: What Happened
in San Juan COuntY

laResolving education 1 issues in rural areas is a tough job. Rural
communities are often isolated and have limited resources. Their school
districts serve small populatic41a,ttrat are frequently scattered over a

- large area. 'In man ruralz:sgaings, children have Sewer educational
opportunities thanAtheir urban counterparts.

Local citizens know that problems created by distance, population
sparcity and scarce resources can place the small school at a disadvantage.
And, although they are willing to support their schools to the limit of
their ability, many mall communities are in trouble because their educa-
tors and citizens 1..ok a systematic process for working together to
identify and meet local educational needs.

The situation in Utah's San Juan Schopl District is only one example.

Copyright 9.1978 by the Northwest Regional
Educations aboratory, 710 Southwest Second.-
Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97204. For
information on the status of this developmental
copyright, contact the Laboratory.
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In the southeastern corr of. Utah, a .clustir iif mall communities is

served by the San Juan School District. It is an area about the size of

New Jersey. The district's population is about half Anglo /and half Native

American Navajo.

Many students traveled excessive distances to attend the diitrict's

nearest4 high school in Blanding. Other situdents stayed away from school,

lived away from home during thewweek, or .sittended boarding schools.

For several yeara, people living in remote.<areas of the district had

asked that one or more secondary schools be built closer to .home.

In the fall of 1974,Nhe unresolved problem became ecrisis. The

San Juan School District was faced with a lawsuit that alleged racia

discrimination.

School Disilict Sued
A class action lawsuit has

been filed, by Navajo Mien
'Meats and their parents And
the Red Mesa andOljetoChoP-
tars of the Navajo Tribe, ar
&mit the San Juan Schoch
District. The suit was served

41 Nam 1 %mom=

Monday on the San JuanSehool
Board at thiar regular
meeting, and also on the
Saki Juad County Commission,
named as co-defendants in the
suit.

The Wort), and detailed
suit, la its introductory sec-
tion, charges the defendants
°bate pursued a longstandiag
Petters of deeP-rootad *racial
discrimination, which results
in unequal eduCational oppor-
tunities for Native American
children attending the San Juan
public schools.°

Among other things, the suit
alleges discrimination re-
sulting from failure to appor-
tion funds qd an equal basis,
failure to paide high schools
and other fscilities in pre-
dominantly Navajo areas of the
county (resulting in illegal
busing) and failure to provide
bicultural and bilingual edu-
cational Programs.

Among the remedies sought
are construction of elementary
and secondary schools in areas
where wajos reside (to eli-
minate the busing), as well as
*equal allocation* of school
funds and other educational re-
sources.

i:o.iketiitCt Superinteodent
Ke th Manahan 'expressed
hope "that the 'suit would not
result in over-emotional
resictions in either the Indian
or Anglo communitieo.

We have many tine pro-
grams uoderwayl Superior
tendent MaVan said, *and
some of them are regarded in
the educational community am
model for sittations of this
nature.*

Superintendent Maughan
said L. Robert Anderson of
Monticello and Brigham E. Ro-
berts of Salt Lake City, have
been-retained to represent the
District. A meeting has been
scheduled for November 22 in
Price to include tbe State Su-

. perintendent, the Utah Attor-
ney ral, and the District.' s
attorne so that a. reply cao
be tiled thin 20 days. The
Utah State Boai,:i of Education
and the Superintendent of Pu-
blic Instruction are also namid
as defendanta.

The plaintiffs are re-
presented by attorneys with
DNA, tthi Navajo legal services

.7' program in,Mexican kiat Utah,
and the 'rN ative A m er ican
Rights Fund in Boulder, Co-
lorado.

The San Juan Record
November 14, 1974
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,At that time, the Utah State Board"of Education had already beaun
discussione about involving the public in educational dee-sion making.
The Board recognized the right of.citizens, school patrons, special
interest groups, and minorities to have more adequate participat.:.on in
school affairs.

A member of the Utah State Board of Education knew about the work "at
the NorthweSt Regional Educational Laboratory to develop approaches for
small communitiei-Eti include citizens in educational change. The Board
contacted the Laboratory lund a contract was negotiated, calling for the
application of a comprehensive strategy to achieve the following goals:

to improve the ability of ccrnmunities to resolve local
educational problems

to transfer the initiative for educational change to
local people

113 to impr8Ve Agency services f e'schools in rural areas

At the state level, pursuit of th se goals began with plans to assist
San Juan by providing training for pro ss facilitators. The r le of these
process facilitators would be (1) to h lp the community form a-P cblem-
solving group that was representative f various citizen and educator groups
and (2) to help local citizens and ed cators work collaboratively.

At th cal level, the San Juar School District received financial
assistance the state education agency, the Utah Navajo Development
Council and the Navajo Nation and con ultation from the Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory. Part of the money was used to hire four proces
facilitators.

ftWpon 4he recommendation of Dr. Everett and a committee that
interviewed 12 candidates, the Board appointed Robert Angle,
Jim Dandy, Clyde Benally, and Jan Christiansen as prc:ess
facilitators. These individuals will receive special. . ?d

.training from the Northwest Regio l EdUcat one] Laborat;ory
from Portland, Oregon, irvethods a proc dur..p.s for commu-'
ni#-y involvement. The process facilita rs will be assignee--
to communities in the southern end of the District to work
with the citizens in identifying t e\ school needs, and to
also work through the community in Aubmitting recommendations
to the San Juan Board of EducJition."

1

The San alcd1 Record .

September 19, 1974
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Througbout the country, school board members are elected to carry out
the wishes of the people when making decisions about policies and procedures
for schools. But this task i complicated when various community factions
offer divergent opinions. r_/('

4 significant featurif the Laboratory s strategy at the local level

is the school-community group (SCG). This group consists of citizens,
scObol staff members, and students who represent various, and often
ditsparate, community interests. The members of the school-community group
learn systematic problem-solving arid communication processes. With the
assistance of process facilitators, they mediate public and professional
interest, filter community feelings, negotiate between alienated segments
of the community, and develop recommendations that assist the school board
to solve school probl6ms.

In San Juan, the first activity of the school-community groups was
to conduct a community-wide survey of school needs and, on the results,
recommend an "action"..project to the board.

School Talk
By Kenneth Maughan

Supt., San Juan School Distr.

Member3 of theSchoolCom-
munity Groups met Oath the
Board and Administrat tve Staff
at 1p.m. There are tv, groups,
one working in the Monwzuma
Creek-Aneth area, and the
other in the Monument Valley,
(Mato, Navajo Mountain and
Mexican Hat Area.. The mem-
bers of these groups represent
the varkous communities in
these areas and were approved
by the Board of Education.

For the past several months
they have been involving the
students, parents, and citizens
of the various cOnmunities in
an effort to ideiltjtyand assess
some of the school needs.

The Community School
groups have completed a sur-
vey which indicates that the

X parents and students in these
area expressed a desire for a
high school and expressed
their Intent to attend such
sch. ,As if they were to be con-
structed. With all this infor-
mation available and upon fur-
ther usessment, the school
Community Groups racom-
mended that two high schools
be built in these areas.

4 70

The Board acknowl-
edges and accepts their re-
commendations that the plan-
ning for the constructionof the
secondary fxcilities in the
Montezuma Creek and Monu-
ment Valley areas commence
immediately. The 'Board sol-
icits the continued assistance
of the School Community
Groups and authorizes them to
proceed with the next step in
the School Community pro-
cess.

The San Juan Record
March 20, 1974
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The results of the community survey Indicated a need for additional
schools near the more remote communities of the district. In March 1975-
the school-community groups took their request to build two new high.schools
to the San Juan District School Board. The board accepted their recommen-
dation and authorized the SCGs to begin planning for the new schools.

Th

Ae

first planning actiVity was to de rmine the.criteria that would
beused to plan the new schools. School-co m Unity group members traveled

i;to schools outside the district to gather information on instructional
programs; equipment, scheduling patterns, and physical features and floor
plans'of school buildings. N4

Once the criteria for ,the features of the new high schools were
established, the school-community groups were ready to prepare pl s-fpr
the buildings. However, in order to complete the plans and begin c
4truction, the district needed money from the taxpayers. Once the bond
.election was announced, opinions and feelings about the project became
more intense.

Letters to
the editor
Friends, countrymen, Romans:

Arise, men of sound judg-
ment, awaken. The San Juan
School District is about to
capitulate to coercion to bond
the taxpayers of the County
for seven million dollars! If
the bonds are paid off in 20
years, and if they bear seven
percent interest, the interest
will cost the taxpayers of San
Juan $490,000 a yar, or
$9,800,000 interest, over the
next 20 years. With the face
value of the bonds of seven
million, plus the interAst of
9.8 million, it will cost the
taxpayers 18.8 million addi-
tional tax dollars to finance
this aittline spending adven-
ture, for 400 buildings Mose,
to %visa O. public nuisance
and a small group of non-
tupaying fellow travelers.
The operation is estimated to
cost $1 million dollars a year.

Join me in whatever legal
action is necessary to stop
us from bitiormslaved with
this mons debt, or you
may not have bread on the
table or a pair of shoes to
walk downtown in.

D. L. Gibbons, M. D.

5 7

The San Juan Record
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Letters to the editor
Dear Mks:

The issue of the School Dia-
trial settlement of litigation
and their resulting decision to
build high schools lathe
Montezuma Creek and Moon-
mint Valley areas of San Juan
County is apparently cone
troversial. In such a situation
the public should be aware of
all the facts befprs each thdi-
vidual takes a Arl position.

In a latter last week there
was a call tO Woe* WWII
these schools based on the
writers position that it vas too
costly ahd was to appease a
minority, non-taxpaying grow).
The cost ligures given were
seven million capital outlay
with an aimumption of bowling
for the entire mond andlay-
lug seven percent interest on
the full amount tor a 10.year
period. If the eAtire amount
was borrowed

10in years 'he intere t cost
figure was overs by at
least double. It is uniikep
that the entire amount will have
to be borrowed. Both of these
facts would change the stated
costs by a great amount.

It the reference to non-tax-
layers was to the Navajo
people, the record should be
set straight in this matter.
It is true that the land on the
Navajo kvservation, as such,
Is not subject to property tax,

It is also true that
homes/hogans and livestock on
the reservation are not subject
to property tax

(bee All other taxes
they do pay, which are: 'mama
taxes, (yes, many have jobs)
sales,' gasoline, and vehicle
personal property taxes and
license fops. The most sig-
nificant poperty tax producer
in San Juan County is derived
from the production of oil and
gas, Most of the production
of these products come from
Navajo Reservationlands. The
property tax from production
of oil and gas will provide ea
of all property tax revenue for
the School District and the
Connty In 1978 and it has pro-
bably averaged near that level
since before 1060.

The total tubule (valuation)
for the County In 1965 is 69
million dollars consisting oSi .
oil and gas, 48 millioapining,
10 million; utilities 8 million.

.frb seititatig S talmoi tithe
combination of all the terms,
homes, businesses, buildings,
industrial and farm mach-
inery, personal property, etc.
in the. entire County.

The facts show Oat it is not
we home farm, building, etc.
owner-taitpeyers that will be
paying tor these sew schools,
just as it is not our class*
that has and is paying for
schools, hospitals, libraries,
recreation facilities, roads,
air po rt so travel promotion,

: weed and sodent programs,
etc. that we have in any part of
the CounV. The costs are
really paid for (about se%)
by the production ot natural
resources and utilities, a eery
large part of which comes from
the lands of what some war-
ently consider onon-tax-
payout*.

Perhaps oven more impor-
tant than the torquing is the
fact that, buee on the 1910
census, there a ere as many
people living within a NO mile
radius of Montezuma Creek
as live within the city limits
of both Monticello and Bland-
ing! Now, in fairness aid .
equality, if re in. these two

e incorpotated communities and
Fmolly believe our population,
ber of children, tax contri-

tions, ete. entitle us co
schools and other amenities
for ourselves and our chil-
dren, then shouldn't similar
conditions in other parts of the
County warrant the same con-
sideration? How long would
we in Blanding and Monticello
have been willing to see our
children bused from our com-
munities from 40 to 00 miles
each way to remote schools?

.

I urge open public dialogun
and objective comideration of
all points of view and all the
facts in this issue, and hoptein

ththis process ere will be s d
a lot of light with a minimum
of emotional heat.

Very truly yours,
/s/ Calvin Black

6 Q

The San Suan Record
August 21, 1975 ,



The debate resulted with the majority saying "yes".

61% say Siyes!! on bonds
Party tickets carried Abe

council elections in bot h
Blanding and Monticello, as
more than half the registered
voters turned out. And the
school bond MUM passed by,-46 61% of the vote cnunty-wide.

Francis Lyman, Dave Guy-'
mon and Michael Hurst won
council seats in Blanding; in
Monticeito Keith Redd, Bruce
Adams and Pat Howell were
the victors. Although these
were partx-line slates in both
towns, the tally indicated sub-
stantial ticket-splitting by
voters.

Francis Lyman led Blanding
vote-getters wits 448, Dave
Guymon had 346, and Mike
Hurst collected 300 votes.

ln Monticello, Keith Redd
received 414 votes, Bruce
Adams 302 and Pat Howell
225. Howell's total was 22
higher than- Bruce Bunker,
closest of the cantenlers from
the other nertY.

The bond issue passed by
1341 to 348, with voter turn- .
out, running very high in some
precincts, generally those
close to the proposed site of
the new secondary schools to
be financed by the issue. They
areintended ti) serve the Mon-
te tams C reek -A n et h - Red
Mesa area, and the Monument
Valley -Oljato-Mexican H at
area. The issue was approved
by overwhelming margins in
those areas, lost in Monticello
381-173, and passed in Bland-
ing 323-303. North Blanding
precinct voted 170-142
against, and South Blanding ri-
ported 181-133 for the issue.

Total ballots cast in Bland-
ing were 7n8; in Monticello
the total was 539. Thisrep-
rssents just over half the reg-
istered voters, in both comp
munities.

41

Here's the precinct ttally on
the bond issue:

1. Bluff: 142 yes; 33 no.
2. Montezuma Creq: 174 yes;
12 no. 3. Aneth: 482 ye..;
21 no. 4. Cedar Poi^' 1 yes;
19 no. 5. Uco!n. - yes;
30 no. 6. Lash 9 yes; 49
no. 7. Spanish Valley: 9 yes;
8 no. 8 and 9 MOnticello:
173 yes; 381 no. 10: North
Blanding: 142 yes; 170 no.
11. So Blanding: 181 yes;
133 no. '' 12. Mexican Hat:
138 yes; no. 13. 01,010:

165 yes; 8 . 14. Navajo
Mountain: 107 yes; 1 no. 15.
Halls Crossing: 3 yes; 7 no.

Totals were 1341 yes; 848
DO.

The San Juan Record
Noveinber 6, 1975.

The outcome of the vote at places where school-community groups were
active was more pos4tive than most other areas where no school-community
groups existed. However, the Montezuma Creek, Aneth, Red Mesa, Monument
Valley, Oljato and Mexican Hat communities are close to the proposed sites
of the new schools.

. Results of the San Juan Election

Areas with active school-com.inity groups:

Mexican Hat
Oljato
Navajo M9untain
Montezuma Creek
Aneth

Subt.-)tal

Areas where no school-community group
has been organized:

Monticello
Blanding
Halls Crossing
Sluff
Cedar Point
Ucclo
LaSal

Spanish Valley
Subtotal

Total

Vote For Vote Against

138

165

107

174

82

6
8

1

12
21

666 (9i%) 48 (7%)

173 381
323 303

3 7

142 33

1 19

15 30

9 19

9 8

675 (46%) 800 (54%,

1,341 (61%) 848 (PAI

7.3



The bond election was indeed a major milestone for the people in San
Juan County. With., the pasiage of the bond, planning . . .

Boaiii talks itew schools, bonds
By Mime% Nathan

Supt. Su Juan School Distr.

The San Jan Board of Nu .
catioo held its monthly meetiog

Architect Jon Taft and the
School Comnimity Grow from
the Monument VallaysOljato.
Mexican Hat area ,met with
the Board and preeental their
recommendation concoraing a
site for the high schooL The.
School Calumny Group pre .
seated a mart oa the Anal
soarch anernatiess. Tha
Board accopted the report sad
thanked the gray Sar ear fine
upport and cooperatioo.

Architect Tar. was directed to_ make as la-depth study of
water rewired to opera..

foothall.carettli=er rehted
vans, and

outside *watering. lie lanceted
he anild ISM this report ready
for a special Wain that will
be held at Marry 20.

Architect Barman sod mem-
bers from En School Colo-
nial* Orme Ikon Unita:W.
same Creek atea orenastad the
preliminary plans Sir the high
school at IMO% MS Creek.
Telly Lammas indicated that
the gram had recommended
the following four names for
ths high school: Whitehorse
High School, ilonteguaaCreek
High School,. Far Corners
High School, Rivorview High
School. After a great
deal of discussioo the Board
thanked Lameman and the
group for Muir interest and
support to the project. Ithe
Board suggested that et four
names be taken back to the
School Community group for
further discussioo, with the
possibility of soliciting student
involvement. Lameman also
discussod the possibility of
locating ths proposed swim-
ming pool on some land ad-
jacent to the high school. The
Board was monye to this
idea and sunestod that more
information should he avail-
able before majting a final de-
cision. 111

I.

The San Ju cord
February4 1 76
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. . and construction became the major activities.
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PARTICIPANT:: AT RECLIT MONTEZUMA CREEK groundbreaking hold modern and tradi-
tional Navajo Palau/els". From left to right, Harry.Jones, Aneth Chapter presidfint; Dr.
%alter DI Talbot, Pate Superintendent of Public Instruction; Robert Billie, membfr of the
San Juan! School District bo:ird of education, and Harold Lyman, president of the board of
education. Photo by StakB"rd.

Ground breaking at neW school
A large crowu of area rest-

eerie attended the recent
g, Ind breaking ceremony of
ta new Whitehorse High
School at Mnntezuma Creek.

The actual ground breaking
cerema..y was preceded by
speeches of local and state
officials.

Clyde Banally acted as
master of ceremonies and in-
terpreter during the program.

Dr. Walter D. Talbot, state
Superintendent pf Public In-
struction, the keynote speaker,
lauded the ettorts ot :pc -I. resi-
dents in helping establish a
high school in Montezuma

Creek.
Dr. Talbot indicated that the

community should also be
active in other phases of the
education program such as
curriculum development id
community advisory pr -
grams.

er speakets at the June
26 g ound breaking included
Harol Lyman, president of the
San Juan School District board
of education, and Robert Billie,
also a member of the board of
educ ation.

Edward Tapaha, secretary
of the Red Mesa Chapter, an-
nounced the w i nne r of the

a

9
71-

a.

"Nam, the School* contest.
Helen Whitehorse was the

winner of the $35 first prize
award for selecting the best
name.

The 'Whitehorse High School
was named in honor of White-
horse, a long time resident of
Montezuma Creek.

The ground breaking wasc
completed with the use of
shovels and greasewood sticks,
the traditional Navajo
"shove? .

The conclusion of the official
program was followed by a tra-
ditional Navajo dinner that was
well attended.

The San Juan Record
July 15, 1976
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In San Juan, citizens and educators have beengfruitfully brought
together to solve an educational issue. Over the past two years, the
people in San J4an have:

1. completed a district-wide needs assessment that indicated a need
for two new high schools in the more remote areas of the district

2. passed a 7 million dollar bond to finance the construction of the
new schools

3. . designed and begun construction on one of the neW high schools; tht..%,
new school is being built on the Navajo Reservation

.4. produced an All-Schoold Newsletter that is written and published
by one of the school-community groups

Existing school-community groups cdntinue to work on the ncw high
-Zhools. New school-community groups are examining other local issues.

School Community
group td be formed

Announcement of formation
WA School Communi'y Group
for Mantic& lo was madlat the
reinter moodily mws4iall deb*
San Juan board of education on
Monday of this week.

Mrs. Sonja Redd told the
board that Miss Jan Chris-
tensen met with a group of
residents of M o at icello,
Lail and Eastland on Oct-

/ ober 5 to make ricommenda-
Mos for members of the
School CommimUy Croup.

The group Ogtober 5
meeting recommended several
persons whom Miss Christen-
sen said she left represhnted
aU segments of the various
communities. Subject to their
acceptance, these prospective
members are:

Kent Adair, Telesfora
Chacon, Maxine Deeter,Donna
Giles, Gwen Halls, Mars
Hugentehles, Sandra Johnson,
Steve Kosanks, Tyron Lewis,
Keith Redd, Sonja Redd, Jim

, Shannon, Arita Sparks, Cheri
Sweeney, M a rg Teeter,
Wilson Trujillo -,nd Mike
Young,

Faculty members N.:111 be
elected from the faculties, and
students win also be selected
to serveonthe committee. The
.purpose oi the committee will
be to provide an opportunity
for community involvement in
an htfort to improve the Mon-
ticello schools.

The San Juan Record
October 14, 1976
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Citizens and Educators
Working Together: Wpere
Do You Stand?

Where do you stand on public involvement in school decisior making?
How can educational agencies support citizen Participation?

T is questionnaire can be used individually and/or as a basis fo-
group Aliscussions about the approach the Rural Education Program offers.

Certain responses support the ptinciples and concepts of the School-
Community Process and related agency support (see the last page). If you,
and others in your agenot, select a majority of these resl.onses, the
approach mq suit your agency well.

Copyright se..978 by the Northwest Regional
'EduoationaFtlibotalsLrY. 710 Southwest Second

Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97204. For
information on tha status of this developmental
coright, contact the Laboratory.

7 7
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Public Involvement in Education
The following items pertain to the role of citizens in making school

decisions. Each item has four choices; the last choice enables you to indi-
cate a personal response if the others do not seem appropriate. Circle the '

choice-that most_nearly matches your.ideas. and feelings.

ee.

.1. 'The best way to improve problem solving and decision making in most
schools and communities is to:

a. provide people with the means to develop problem-
solving skills and opportunities to influence decisions

b. provide people access to educational experts
c. provide people more financial resources and educational

services
.d. other (please specify)

2. The mosioeffective way for the public to help make
decisions about schools is by:

a. voting on proposed school budgets atid programs
b. working directly with the boakd and educators to

identify and resolve e ucational issues_
c. working directly with the school administrators

and teachers to plan e ucational programs
d. other (please specify)

-TY
3e. The best way to establish -local advisory or

problem-solving group Is to:

a. hav9 the school board appoint members plown
t.-% support existing school programs

b. have the superintendent appoint members who
are influential in -Community affairs

. have the school board appoint members who
represent all interest groups from the school
and community \

other (please specify)

2



4. Two-way communication between school and community members usually:

a. increases support for and commitment to school programs
b. is time consuming and produces few long-lasting results 4

c. creates more information than can be handled
d. (ither (please specify)

5. The type of consultation that most frequently helps groups to work
effectively is:

a. expert advice
.b. diagnosis of problems and prescriptiorAf solutions
c. development of-the group's problem-solving skills
d. other (please specify)

6. Decisions about local school programs and policies should most often be
based on:

a. 'the expertise and knowlddge of professional educators
b. the needs and wants of the majorily of local citizens and educators
c. the directions and priorities of state and national programs
d. other (01.ease specify)

\Oitioino111

oltio101
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The Agency's Role
AlThe following items pertain to ways in which education agencies might

poprt public involvement in school decision making. Each item has four

choices. Circle the choice that most nearly matches your ideas and feelings.
,

7. 'State and intermediate'education agencies can best fulfill their
/ service roles whom

a. they offer a wide selection of services
b. they have a competent staff that is active in the field
c. they periodically review and modify services (to meet current needs
d. other (please specify)

8. Education agency programs are most useful when:

a. they are develope rativ ly by agency staff and clients
b. they are developed by kno edg able and experienced professionals
c. they are well established 'an have .been in operation for some time
d. other (please specify)

9. The best way for state and intermediate education agencies to encourage
citizen participation in local communities is to:

a. allocate funds to support a statewide citizen participation program:
-lb. request all communities to develop a citizen participation plan
c. provide technical assistance and financial support for developing

plans tailored to local needs
d. other (please specify)

10. Consultants who work with local problem-solving groups are most effec-
tive when they:

0

A
a. almost always recommend outcomes or decisions
b. 'almost always remain neutral on issues and

focus on group processes
c. almost always help groups understand the

board's position
d. other (please specify)

11. One of the most effective ways for an intermediate education agency
to help local distticts improve citizen participation in problem-
solving activities is to:

a. provide information about citizen participation plans that
have been adopted by other districts

b. provide consultants who help groups learn skills and procedures
for identifying and solving school problems

c. offer administrators a series of workshops on citizen
participation

d. other (please specify)

4 L
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12. State and intermediate education agencies can best help communities
determ., 3 the effectiveness of a citizen participation project by:

a. directly monitoring activities and evaluating the outcomes
b. providing technical assistance for local evaluation
c. sdemeloping gen9ral gulidelines for assessing citizen participation

programs
d. other (please specify)

Responses characteristic of the School-Community Process:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

a b c a c b c a

5
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Alternative Ways To Organize
A School-ComMunity Project I

The Rural Education Proqram)tfers a comprehensive approach for bringing people and educational agencies together to plan and carry out
school improvements. Cecause each school, community and educational agency is somewhat unique, the appçoach must be tailored to meetindividual site needs ..nd circumstances. The following chart indicates the different ways in whicb three pr jects have been organized.

PROJECT ELEMENTS

PROJECTS
PROJECT 1 PROJECT 2 - PROJECT 3

KHMER OF LOCAL COMMUNITIES
THAT PARTICIPATED

Four small towns privicipated:
each was a separate school
district with its own
administrator. school board.
and buildings

Five smell towns participated;
all were part of one large
county school district

Five small towns participated:
two worn separste elementary
school districts and three were
separate elementary/secondary
school districts

NUMBER I.W SCHOOL-COMMUNITY
GROUPS

Four schools unity groups
e:a formed participate in

th first c. Jf the School-
Convnuni. wins

Two school-communiw roups
were formed to partici te in
the first cycle of the hool-
Convnuniy Process

Five school-community groups
were formed teoparticip*e in
the first cycle of the School-
Community Process

PROCESS FACILITATORSNUMBER
AND WORKING ARRANGEMENTS j

One process lacilita. .: was
employed by Os. Intermediate
service district

Four procks facils..rors were
employed by the county school
district

Three process facilitators were
employed by the inteemediate
service district

ROU OF A REGIONAL OR
INTEMEDIATE EDUCATIONAL
AGENCY

4r

This agence was ao intermediate
sereice district and employed
ont. -socess facilitator

,.
.(

_

Regional .isencies do not exist
in this state: the county school
district coordinated the project
arkd employed the process
fresilitators

_....-

This agency:
employed process facilitators
coordinated the process
faeditators' work with
re. .ities of the agency

The I. aject .:;oordinator learned
how to train process facilitators

ROLE OF A STATE EDUCATIONAL
AGENCY

-4--
One State department of
education assisted in
identifying intermediate
service districts intetested
in.part icipating in such a
prefect

Two state department of pducatioe
staff members were trained and
paripated as process
faci.itator trainers

Progress on the protect was
examined by an agency task
force

Two staff members .vere identified.
trained and participated as
process facilitator trainers

One staff member managed the
contract in terms of accounting,
repotting and sharing.information

ROLE OF 1HE RURAL EDUCA1ION
PROGRAM

.

Trained process lac ilitators
Provided consultation to the
intermediate segviceeitstrict
Powiciad consultation to
es : administrators ;:nd
so oi b is

Trained process facilitators
Provided a program stall
member to live in the
district for a few months
to assist process
facili
field

tators ith their
.

Trained process facilaatot
trainers
Piovided COntultation 10
the state department of
education and the school
district

Trained pocessetacil itators
Provided guidance to process
facilitators during their
field work
Provided consultatiowto the ,.
intermediate servicedistrict

.

MATERIALS (Each project used
ratesiaIs that were available
ant; had been prepared by the
Nest Education Program)

I.

1.4anual tot Sctiool-Community
Pi ocess Fee 11 II/oast.;

Manual for School-Convnunity
Process Facilitators

Guide and Sample Activities
fie Tra ining Process F ae i li teems

Manual for School-Community
Processiaci I stators

Guide arta Sample Activities
for Training Process Facilitators

Guide for School Boaid
Guide for Schools
Notebook for School-Convnunity Groups



Estimated Costs for Project Elements
Each community and group of agencies that want to implement a project to increase public involvement in,'and support for, school programs have questions about costs. Each project is planned and budgeted on anindividual basis wi.th agencies selecting which elements to incorporate, i4e., a specific project may includesome or all of the elements displayed below. Along with the array of elements, a aaneral range of'costs'ispresented for each. And depending on the elements that are included in a project, costs can be divided amongseveral agencies. This information is intended to help`egency staff plan and budget for specific projectelements.

PROZECT ELEMENTS BUDGET ITEMS
BUDGETING ALTERNATIVES

A SCHOOL-COMMUNITY GROUP (SCG)
A school-community group usuall'i
includes 15 to 20 members who
volunteer their time. However,
in order to carry out its work,
school-community group may need
money from the 4oca, choolWdistricf for a 41 f 4teMs.

A PROCESS FACILITATOR
A process facilitator may be
employed by a local school
district or another educational
agency. Resources need to be
Rvailable to support a facili-

work.

a

Postage

Telephone--long distance calls
Suppliespaper, dittos, enve
etc.

Conducting searches
Travel expenses--members may need
to visit other schools or agencies

Process facilitator's salary
Travel expenses--SCGs may be
scattered over a wide geographic
area

Secretarial lupport--one to two
clays per week for every full-time
process facilitator
Office equipment and supplies

Copyright 1976 by the NorthwestSegional
Educations Laboratory, 710 SouthrAit Second
Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97204. For
information on the status of this developmental
copyright, contact the Laboratory.

8

$200 to $500 per year--donated
supplies and members' willing-
ness to absorb personal travel

,/%1TP:ses will greatly reduce
ckdts.

A process facilitator:

a. could be an existing staff
member who agrees to a

.partial'or full reassign-
ment of responsibilities

b. could be lomeone who volun-
teers his'her time to work
with SCOs. 41.
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PROJECT ELEMENTS BUDGET ITEMS
APPROXIMATE COSTS AND
BUDGETING ALTERNATIVES

A PROJECT COORDINATOR
A person may be selected on a
part-time or rull-timftbasis
to help proceAs facilitators
plan and carry out theiI vark.
The coordinator m-. also act as
a liaison betwe. die project
and the loCal o irict or other
educational agency staff.

1

4

A project coordinator's salary
Travel expensesto attend some
o the SCG meetings along with
a process facilitator
Secretlarial support--one or two
days 11)-r week for ever!, full-
time coordinator
Office equipment and auppli-s

1.1

c. could be ',someone newly hired
to take on the'responsi-.
bilities of the new role .

-

Costs will vary depending on the
number of process facilitators
and whether or not curFent re-
sources can be shifted' or nem
resources must be acquired.

lle 1: Au existing staff
member serves ar a half-time
preceds facilitator. New re-
sources may be needed\to cover
pa:t of the secretarialsupPoze,
travel expenses and supplies.
Total new reslurces: $500 to
$1500 per fiscal year

EADIEl.f.L2L! A newly hired half-
time process facilitatxr. A
newly4hired part-time (6 days
per month) secretary. Addi-
tional resources may be needed
to cover travel and supplies.
Total new resources: $6,500
to $11,000

Costs will vary depending upon
the size of the project and
whether or not an existing staff
meMber or a new person fills
this role. -

1:2im,1211.e project in one
district with two full-time
process facilitators--
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PROJECT ELEMENTS BUDGET ITEMS APPROXIMATE COSTS AND
BUDGETING ALTERNAalVES

04)

an on-staff coordinator for
3 days OPer month

an on-staff secretary for 1
day per month
minimal additional resources
for travel and office
supplies

Total neu resources: $500 to
f$1000 per fiscal year

Example 2: ,A project with
three process facilitators
serving five communities--

a 1.ewly hired

coordinator
a newly hired
secretary

a travel expenses

half-time

guaAer-time

for traveling
to project communities
office 3upplies

Total new resources: $8,7011-to
$11,000 per fiscal year

S.

s ,f3f)
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PROJECT ELEMENTS
,

BUDGET ITEMS APiROXIMATE COSTS AND
BUDGETING ALTERNATIVES

=

-
TRAINING PROCESS FACILITATORS
(PFs)

Individuals selectedtas p ocess
facilitators acquire and 4ply
concepts and skills which lp
local citizens and educators
work"thore Ofectively in groups,
accomplish easks, and collaborate
.with otArs. .

,

.

,

-...... , ..,.

TRAINING PROCESS FACILITATORS
AND TRAINING OTHERS TO AAIN
PROCESS FACILITATORS
Individuals selected as process
facilitator trainers learn
concepts and skills that enable
them to design and conduct formal
training sessions, an wel as
supervise a process facil ator's
work in a local distric:t

t

A tWo-person training team from
the Rural Education Program trains
process facilitatows. Cost of the
training includes:

planning training activities k

preparing training materials
conducting training sessions
travelling to anqzfrom the
trainifig site (training is .

conducted onsite and during
the same time that facili-
tators are actually working
in a community)

.

Costs 4spend on the total number
of trailking...sessions

In addition to PF training, a two
person training team from the Rural
Education Program trains people who,.
in turn, can train process facili-
tators. Beca.de training trainers
occurs in conjunction with training
process facilit4ors, there is
overlap in plantlIng acti,ittes And
preparing materials.

$12,800 to $25,600 plus materials*
and travel

The agency that employs process
facilitators usually bears the
cost cf PF training.

\
.

\\...

$18,800 to $33,600 plus materiak
and travel

Costs for both types of training
are incluued in the estimate.

A state agency (state department
of education, a college) usually
bears the cost of training
trainers while another agency
(local district, intermediate
education agency) pays for process
facilitator training.

\.

---.,*Cost of materials is glx to eight dopars per participant for each trainin session.

A
4

. -41, 9 I
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PROJECT ELEMENTSL7 BUDGET ITEMS

A-----
A PPROXIMATE COSTS AND
BU TING ALTERNATIVES

CONSULTATION A member of the Rural Education $200 o $3,000 (depending on the
Any agency tfiat sponsors or par4. Program consults directly with number of days) plus materials
iloipates in a project may request agency staff. Costs of consultant and travel
assistance to plaL. ways they can ssrvices include:
support the' promesS facilltatdr's re planning for and conducting

.

work, serve local'problem-solving the session
groups, and/or develop long-range prepa4ing materials . .

plans to build public sup rt of
education.

traveling to and from the agency

A consultant from the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory can assist agencies plan project budgets
and seek additional resourdes for project elements.

A



Making School-Community
Partnerships_Work

Momentum for Change
"The trOuble with schools is . . . ." This phrase is being7heard more

and mbre, as the public becomes increasingly dissatisfied with the schbols in
America. Many people feel that schools have become isolated.from the very
communities that support them. Public officials in cities, counties, and
sitte and national governments are seeking answers to the.'ssu.: of public

\involv e ent in educational decision making. Citizehg th.roughout the country
are dema ding to be involved, and new laws are reflectingthe demand by
mandating participation. -

This movement is not a fad or
aberration, but a major social force
with a growing impact on education.
The importance of citizenlinvolvement
is supported by the principle that those
affected by decisions should have access
to the decision-making process. Citizens,
parents, Vtudents, and school staff mem-
bers are all affected by decisions made
concerning education. For theF to feel
a sense of pride or ownership in these
decisions, they need to have some way
to influence the decisions. ,Ttlis is
what a school-community partnership is
all about.

sr,. , Z." .'.. , :I

4 ,
5 ,

.-
s,..iiiiii,._t2:. . ,-, ,

Omplimitl-'
.v;v-:-.',-4

Copyright ® 1976 by the Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, 710 Southwest Second
Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97204.. For
information on the st3tus of this developmental

\ copyright, contact the Laboratory-



Building a Partnership
A school-community partnership starts at the local level. Parents,

citizens, school peisonnel, and students from all parts of the community
work together to plan for, and carry out, quality educafion. An approach for
making this a reality has been developed and used successfuny by many school
'districts. It is called the School-Community Process.

The Schlol-Community Process has been developed by the Rural tducati9n
Program at the Northwest Regional educational Laboratory and has three
important features:

A SCHOOL-COMAIVNITY GROUP. This is a representative group of citi-
zens, school staff, and students who work together to identify and
solve local educational issues.

t

A PROBLEM-SOLVING PROCESS. A systematic problem=solving process
is 'ased by the school-community grolip to resolve problems and
carry out school improvements. ,

!

-

'A NEUTRAL, THIRD-PARTY CONSULTANT., This person is called a
process facilitator and helps the school-community group a-d

--"'- others learn how to solve problems and workin ways.that'are

le effegtive and satisfyiug.

The sithookommunity Group (SCG)
School boards have traditionally made decisions about the policies

and procedures of schools. They have Gerved as a balance 1:,tweell f4cLions
in the community that hold differing opinions on school matters. 0Aen,
however, they do4aot have ready access to community opinion in any system-
atic may or, because of limited time, energy, and resources, they are unable
to carefully analyze and consider the data o receive from the community
to help guide them in making decisioris.

The school-corrunity group provides
an important link between the community

.and the board and offers a means whereby
the board can become better equipned to
carry out its fundamental tespons-bili-
ties. Members are selected by the board
to represent all of the diverse "opinion
groups" in a community. A reprc.3entative
list of opinion groups, might look like
this:

Parents of school aged children--

Representatives pf business,
industry, service, religious,
and cultural organizaticinS ;

2

1,-
40"

0
'
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Representatives Of ethnic and
socioeconomic groups

Representatives of the school--
teacners, administrators, non-
certified ita'ff,,and students

Senior citizens

After opinion groups are identified, the board, working with a process
facilitator; can poll these groupi to find indiVidual representatives who

. would be,williAg,and interested to serve on the school-commxinity group.

or

The Work Of the-scc-)
Once formed,- the first task of the group is to.conduct a,community-

wide survey to find out what people feel are the critical edUcationaltneeds
or problems. In %he communit,y. Data from this survey are examined and
reported to the school board. Using this data, the school-community group
-idefitifles a priprity need and selectS one or more goals. Once the goalis
for an improvement, project are agreed upon, a search for al.ternatives s
started. Past projects have focused on improving vocational' offerings fors
high school students, starting,a kindergarten, and planning two new school
facilities.

Too often in the past, decisions about school.improvements have been

\\

,made quickly; with only a cursory examination of alternatives. The result'
is often costly to the school district. Therefore, the School-Community
Process stresses- that an adequate search for alternatives be conducted, and
the various opt...ins given thorough consideratioll.:%

After an appropriate alternative has been seledted by the group and
approved by the 'school board, the school-community group begins to prepare
implementation.and evaluation plans. Although the school-community group
is reeponsiblo for preparing these'plans and 'presenting them to the board,
the school staff, administrators, and school board'members Are very much
involved in developing these plans. It is this task and succeeding tasks:
carrying out the plans and assessing the -esults--that differentiates the
work of the school-community.group-from parent advisory groups that merely
make recommendations and have no responsibility for how those recommenda-'
tions are 'carried out.

Once plans are developed and approved by the board, the group continues
to be involyed in the ongoing planning and assessment of a project. For

example, if the project is developing a new math curriculum, the group works
closely with appropriate school staff to develop a way to monitor the new
curriculum to see if it is working out. If changes need to be made, the

sgroup helps to work out modifications. Ultimately, the school-community
group Assesses rt only the success of the chosen project., but hoW the
School-Community Process is working for tho distrirft.

3
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The SCG and the School Board

4

4

Tbe school board plays an.important part in the School-Coemunity Process
ind relates to the SCG'in two ways:

I%1. as the legally respon\ 'ble body that officially appoints SCG
m9mbera and confirms d cisiorils,..and,requests made by the SCG

2. as a Jupporting body that can aid the SCG.by sharing information
concerning poiiciei or legislation

The school board is the elected body responsible for carrying out the
educational wishes of the community. When a community decides to partici-
pate in the School-Community Process, this legal responsibility does not
change. What changes is the capacity oZ the school board to effect4'vely'
represent all of the community.

The SCG can be described as the.arps and legs or, perhaps, as the ears
of the board. With more people involVed in hearing questions.about educa7
tion, in canvassing for concerns, and in seardhing for solutions the
.capacity of the board to make effective decisions multiplies.

The. relationship between the board and the SCG is reciprocal. The SCG
can aid the work.of the school board. The board, with its understanding
dt educational-policyi'legislation, and available money, can guide the SCG
in-exploring alternative ways tb plan and carry out sdhool improVaments. A
suppottive, reciprocal partnership rei)resents the ideal relationship between
the school board and the SCG.

The SCG and the School
Equally important to the suctess of the School-Community Process is.

the relationship between the SCG/and the school staff. 'The school staff,,
relates to the SCG in three ways:

1. through school staff ,ad student representatives on the SCG

2. throUgh membership on SCG task forces

3. through active participation in SCG sponsored activities.

The school Win have several student and staff members who represeq
opinion groups iri the school. Through these representatives, the schppl
has a vehiclelor giving and receiving information. Other.staff and students
may volunteer or be requested to participate on special task forces.

In addition to haing membership on the ECG and on,task 4pgrce., the
school makes its own effort tnistrengthen its institutional capadlty to
carry out educational change. To strengkOen the school's internal efficiency,

4 7
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the people in the school (teachers, administrators, sApdents, janitors, 1,

cooks, and paraprofessionals) develop awareness and Malls in threeareas:

1. task accomplishmdnt

2. group Inocesses

3. intergroup relations

Individual tasks, Irraup,proeesses and human relations will be more productive
and satisfying, and divergent grotips wt11 find it possible and even desirable

\ to work in a. collaborative and ccoperative way.

A Problem-Solving Ptocess
SI

A systematic px'oblem-soliiing process is one of the primary tools used .

lnkthe School-Community Process. The specific steps of the process aret

\

Assessing
the Resurts

N

Focusing
on the
Problem

Carrying
Out the
Plan

\Plannin
for

Action

Searching for
Alternatives

\.
This five-step, problem-solving process forms the basis of the seven'FBases
of the School-Community Process. The chart 90/6e next page disprays the
activities by phase and indicates the.colementary relationship among the
SCG, the school'board, and the school staff.

,,
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SCHOOL-COMPIUNITV mast

"N PHASES

1

COMMUNITY

ACTIVITIES. BY PHASE

SCHOOL *

a*

.scHogL BOARD

a

r 4

.

AIIMIENESS

I

RECOGNIZE4THE NEED roR BROADER BASED PARTIC/PATION IN EDUCATIONAL IMPROVEMENTS
AND AGREE TO PARTICIPATE , IN THE RURAL.FUTURES DEVELOPREBT STRATEGy

*

,

, %

, GETTING STARTED

1
E .

. t

.
NOMINATE OPINION LEADERS
GPOUP (SCG)

TO THE SCHOOL.COMMUNITY

.

.

4'

.

CONTRIBUTES TO THE
Su NWT

1 .

EXAMINES THE scHoowsl
oRGANIZATICNAL
CAPACITY

.

APPOINTS THE
SCHOOL:COMMUNITY
GROUP MEMBERS

i

CONFIRMS THE
SCIICOL-CONKVN1TY
Gmlow MOAT ON.

.1

PROOLEMS.ORyNEEDS

.

.

/ SCG -

,
FOCUSINe QN THE

/a PROBLEM

f ,

....'"------
..

.. CONCOCTS A COINWNITT
swum or maims, oh
NUDE RELATED TO
EDUCATION

,

SEARCHING FOR
ALTERNATIVES

' .

.

GENERATES ALTERNATIVES
AND csocon A SOLUTION
TO THE IDENTIFIED

'EDUCAT;ONAL PROBLEM
-

.
.

0 .
.

.

.t.

PARTICIPATES IN.TNE
*SEARCH FOR A 'SOLUTION

1 CONDUCTS P RoNLFJ4

SOLVING TO IMPROVE
CMGANIZATIOVAL
1CAPABILITIEb

a '

REVIEWS AND CONFIRMS
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
A SOLUTION

,

t.

.

.

.

.

.

1

.

PLANNING FOR ACTION

,

PLANS FOR IMPLEMENTING
AND EVALUATING THE
CHOSEN PROJECT ,

.

.

CONTRIBUTES TO PLANNING
')

READIES THE SCHOOL FOR
THeRESULTS OF SCG

'
ACTIVITIES

. .

.

CONFIRMS PROJECT
PLANS '

-

.

.

CAWING OUT %

THE PLANS
-

.

-

CARRY'OUT IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION.OF THE 1ROJECT

.
-

REVIEWS THE PRO9RESS
OF THE.PROJEOT

ASSESSING THE
RESULTS

'

SUM. IZES THE RESULTS OF
THE PROJECT AND `-.

PARTICTPATION-IN THE ....

SCHOOL...COMMUNITY PROCESS

. .

MANES PLANS TO RECYCLE
THE PROBLEM*SOLVING
EOPORT TO THE BEGINNING
OF PHASE II. III. OR ZV

.
.

PARTICIPATES 1141

PREPARING THE
REPORT AND
PLANNING TO RECYCLE

J

*

REVIEWS/CONFIRMS
THE EVALUATION'
REPORTS

..

AIDS IN PLANNING
THE EFFORT TO

. .

RECYCLE -

.

.'

.. .

Total:1. Approximately 8-21 months.
(Staff. Stehms.
AtbNinistraters)

4
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Aprpoisis.Paciutator (PF)

One or more pre:ceis, facilitators are Oployed-by a regional educatfon
agency .(such as an intermediatte education 'agency) oi a local school'district.
A proceis fhcilitator.not only helps the'board form the school-community
group, but .assists the gt.oup with the,work of every phase of the Process.

/7
A`process iacilitator meet be/skilled in group process methods anerbe

able to impart these skills to mpAbers of the community. As membe;rs ofthe
community and school gain knowedge and skills,\the,necessity for leadership
from the pro6ess ficilitator diminishes dnd the capabilities of local schoof
ahd cOmmUnity leaders increase.,

' It is also iMportant/that a:process facilitator be seen as neUtral--
)not taking sides or'advocating any One.priority issue or solution. Other -
wise the community members will bebome suspicious of a process,facilitator's
motive and the facilitator wiLl become ineffective.

/%,/
9 .

-The Benpfits of a School-Community
PartnerShip

The SchOdl-Com6unity Process is based on'the premise thatkhen cltizens
and educators col,laborate to identify, plcui and carry out schoolAhanges
quality education is the resAlt. Such an approach has a number of other
benefits'at the local.level.'

i. sdhool programs and policies are devyloped that meet actual needs.
A representative group of citizens, school staff, and students .

works with°.the school board tb idepntify what chariget people want
in their schools and how such changes can be accomplished% By

,.learning ways to syhtematically identify and resolve school
probleris,.local citizens and educators can effectively make
improvements important for their schools.

For eiample, a yery active school-community group in-a small
Alaskan community:

a.' developed tducational goals for the schro4 including new
iequirements'for high school graduation and a four-part
master plan for phy:Acal facilities

b. raised s4fficient monNy to complete Pb....se 3 of the master .

plan, costing over VI million dollars

c. added a complete vocational, musie, physical education,
and cafeteria program, thus greatly increasing curricular

,t
oppctunities for both Nlementary and secondary students

d. has begun an adult education prociram

7



2.ACitisen support for schools is increased. When comrtunity.martibers'
4

' have an.opportunity to shape the changes theyowartt In'their
Achools, their commitment and support for school policies and

.-:-.1orograms is. stwengthened. _

In a county.school district that served several small coMmuAties,
the need for two npw high schools.was identified. The-efforts ok

,

citizens working .C16sely with the school staff and /the,boaid
resulted in support for building the. new schobls including approval
of a 7 million dollar bond for the facilities by a 63 percent

-*s!4ority.
"

3. People develop' skills that can be used ,to m2et pieseht and future
educational needs. People in school-eommuni qrouias, schools, and
the school board learn ways to systematically j.dentify and resolve
current'as well as future sChool problems. They' also learn how to
%work effectively togetherg.,

for exapple, concepts vel skills that people learn as theyconauct
.ith'IS first community-wide .needs aseessment can be used again to'
.aisiess local educatiOnal needs in.the future. Similarly, pro-
cedures'learned and used by aschool board to establish aerepre-
sentative.school-community group 'can be repeated to get new group's
started, or to monitor the representativeness oE existing.school-
Community group's. ,

People want to have good school programs fOr their. community. Citizens
.want to have a way to help shape1echool programs and pollcies. The,School-,
Commugity 12,rocess is, and hai been, an effectiv,e way to bring citiZens and
educators together to accomplish both.

.01
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2 Building the Case for a Support
NetwOrk I

Ob.

At an annual conventipn of a nationally krfpwn association of edvators
a maniler in the Rural Education PFogram learne.1 that the seven other people,
who al/ worked together in a large southern city, were attending the conven-
tion for the very first time. It seems that they bad heard, almcat by
accident, of the association, and because the association's name sounded
vdry much to them like what they did, they had made plans to attend. The (

manager became curious about.this, as tpe association was quite well known
among educators in general, and he wanted to knOw why thAse apparently bright
cnd vibrant practitioners'had never heard of it before. Thbir story was
faecinating.

These seven people, most of' whom were new to education, had designed
and were conducting one of the most.exciting school-community change'programs
he had heard of. Their, city was 'laboring under a court-ordered bot 1.ng and
redistricting program. They had been.hired by the city school district to

Norganize and facilitate more than 45 neighborhood associations and other
community groupg. Their goal was to insure that all opinion groups in the
city would have a voice in how...0e covrt order would be implemented. They '

had been at their task for two years and had.e29rienced many setbacks; but
thej had also'gained an amaziitr amount of expertise. The managdr was even
further surprised to learn th they had accomplished all this almost in
isolation.

For example,.a specialist from the State department of education from
.the same state the seven lived in was also at the convention. Although the
specialist's job in the department was tokassist and suvort educators in
local districts who had jobg very much like the seven people, the two
perties had never met. Further, the loCa1 group had never seen 41 copy of

,

the training manual for educatior,1 change agents which their state department
had produced. And even though the state depertment sponsored training sessiong
on faci/itatAag community groups, the seven had never participated in these
sessions and didn't even know that such a program existed.

A Matter of 1erspective
If we, as educators in America, have fatal flaw, it may be

often fail to take a global perspective toward educatignal issues
Too often, we tend to focus our attention on a particular segment
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educatioLal enterprise, and thereby faiI'to see
interdependence of the other segments. Seldon
,"macro-oystem of knowledge production and ut:
do we understand that we would be able to fi
build a better society if,we'worked togeth:.

the interrelatedness and
lo we view education as a
-ion,q- and equally seldom
. .Jr4 effectively hnd

A systematic way.

The anecdote at the beginning of this paper dramatizes a situation
which can often result from our failure to view.the system as a whole.
Experienced educators need orly to recill the frustrations associated with,
Title III of the Elementary Secondary Educatilr. Act (ESEA) to.verify and
validate this n4ion. The promise of Title III, to proddce marked improve-
ment in the macro-system of education, was never realized 'After several .

exhaustive studies and post-mortems, one recurring reason. citedefor the
. failure is that.Title III dealt with pieces and did not develop the necessary

Ankages anZnetwOrks of support to tie the pieres-together. In other words,
the pieces did not nuriiire oni another and the macro-system did not benefit..

.

.from the innoVations themaelves or.from their cross-fertilizations and
permutatiorfs. The federal gove

2Pm

ent funded the states; the states funded

is

local projects; and the local ojects planned, feveloped and tested their
new ideas - -and that, essential y, Was thatl As result projects often
thrived at the local level but had ltetle effect on procedures and practices

., at the macro level4
.

This paper addresses the notion
of Linking and supporting networks
and builds a case for applying such
networks to proSects aimed at
strengthening the capacity of citk
zens and whipators to plan and carry
out loccl sdhool changes. In partic-
ular, the agencies and,the functions
they perform that are germane and
vital to the operation of the School-
Community Process. are discussed. ,The
key elements in the discussion will
center around two questions:

Which agenciias are inclii'ed
in linking/supporting
networks?

What linkage and suppert
should they provide?

Which Agencies?

a

During the eight years of developing and field-testing t4 School-
Comnunity Process, the Rural Education Program staff h, s discovered th4t
linking/supporting agencies can considerably enhance the quafity of local
school improvement efforts. For pt.rposes of this discussion it may be useful
to categorize such agenctes into two major types: regional agencies2 and
statewide agencies.
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RZGIONAL AGENCIES .

5 t

The rigionil igencies:Which, gen provide linkage and support services to
the Schodl-Community_Probeis can alsabe categOrized intatwo major groups:
educational agencies and educationally related'agencies.

Regional eduoational Agencies are known by various names in different
0 ,stiteb or parts of the country. Examples of such agencies inclade: Inter-

mediate Education Districts (IEDs), Education Service DistriCts (ESDs).
Boards of CooperatiVe Edu"dational'Ssrvices (WM), Educational Cooperative

,Service Units CMCSUOr and: Educitional Service Regions....° Whatever they'may
be called, Fegional education agencies generally encompass a litoad geographic

.

region aid are mandated by law or compact to serve specific and/or general
nceds of local school districts within their boundaries. The relationships
cegional'education agencies have with state departments of education also
vary

fr
along 'a continuum frodI being virtually autonomous unitswith no legal

ties to m statewide agency, to those which are, directly and leg, ally tied to
'a state agency and hive little autonomy.

. Although IEDs sand ESDs have been the types of regional edgEation agencies
,that have +nost frequently participated in the School=Community PiocesS, others,
such as community colleges, mi'y take an active part.in Providing linkage and

.support. .

Theernionil fleducationally ;elated" agen cies which have potential to
provide support to local.schopl-commilinity change efforts are also known by
a number of names. A few which we have worked with over the years are
community action agencies, VISTA programs, tegional rural developmeni commis-
iions, and other regional or county governmental,or service groups.'

STATEWIDeAGENCIES

"statewide'agencieS with cdnsj.derabie potential to pr9vide effective
linkijig And supporting services ta local school improvem4rit efforts Usually
fall ini6 three groups: state departments or state/boards of education;
universities (those whichsece not limited to a given geographical..region);
and statewide associations (those large enough to.uiploy a.professional.
staff, such as a state association of school, boards). Again, agencies that
fall to the first group have been the type of'State-wide agency that
have often been directly involved in the;SchbOl-Community Process.

Si

However, the other types of statewide agencies are all candidates for
effective statewide linking/supporting agencies for local school-community
change efforts.

S
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What Should They Do?
Based oh the experiences of people imblementing.the School-Community

Process, there are five types of linking and supporting services which can
be provided to local school-community change efforts. It is the experience.
of Rural Education Program staff that all five functions ara necessary 'to
provide an effective support netwoi:k. Briefly, theitime functions and.tha
type of agency for which they are most appropriate are depicted in the
following table. ,t

Linking/Supporting Functions.,,
Type of Agency

Itegional State Both

1. Provide an operational base for
process facilitators .

2. Provide process facilitator
training and skill building

3. Improve'two -way comMunications
and resource linking*

4. .Promote fabilitative poliay and
legislation

5. Engage in organizational
introspection

X

X

X

AN OPERATIONAL BASE FOR PROCESS FACILITATORS

One linking/supporting function
which is most apprOuiate in regional
agencies is that of. prowiding a base
of operations for process fabilitators
who are Working in,local districts (

and communities in the'regicn. By
administratively attaching facilitators
to a regional support agency, project

. planners can assist the facilitators
in maintaining an objective and neutral
stance in their wock w).th local schools
and communities. Other assistarice
which the regional agency can provide
to the facilitator team is office gpace, .

secretarial assis ce, assistance la

4
k
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4t77--111 work'planning, professional development,
team building, and generalsupervision

4

and coordination.

FACILITATORTRAININGANDSKILLBUILDING

During the development of the School-Community Process, prodess
; facilitator training has occasionally been provided by regional agencies.
However, we believe that this function can more successfully be.carried out
by statewide support'agehcies., Training fpc process facilitators in the
School-Community ProcesCgonsists of both formal training sessions and onJ
the-job, guided field egpetiences. The training is not-"one shot" in natury
It Occurs across a nine to twelve month period and at more or.less regular
intervals of two to three day training sessions about once a month.
Because of their greater resource base, larger staff, and generally more
vereatile and experienced personnel, such a comprehensive and almost continu-
ous training responsibility can be accommodated more effOctively by a state-
wide support agency than by a regional agency.

TWO-WAY COMMUNICATIONS AND RESOURCE LINKING

When an effective liking/aupport-
ing system is operating, the flow'of
communications and resources from the

' lbcal dchools and communities up
through the support network, as well
as from the supporting agencles down
to the local districts, should be
vastly improVed. As a result of
,improved communications and resource
flow, "wheeD-spinning" and
JnOeuting the wheel" problems should
be reduced and mutual adaptation3 (a
key element in implementing school-
community improvements) should become
standard practic( . Both types of
supi5ort agencies (regional and state-
wide) should engage in this function,
and if.theY do, experience indicates
their efforts will be well rewarded.

./

PROMOTE FACILITATIVE POLICY AND LEGISLATION

Statewide agencies are probably better equipped and more experienced in
providing this.igportant function in the support network. Often local
efgorta in school-community change are hampered by inadequate policies and
unfavorable legisAtion. As local d4tricts become 4etter able to articulate
their needs and concerns up through the network, statewide support agencies
should promote the formulation of policies conducive to love change efforts
and lpbby.for legislation which provides* incentives to and removes obstacles
froN the path of local efforts to effect positive school-community interaction.

5
1 GI
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ORGANIZATIONAL INTROSPECTION-

Any agency can improve its responsiyeness and the quality of service to
its constituency. The supporting lunction of engaging in 'organizational .
introspedaon'is appropriate for both regional and statewide support agencies.
Agencies who wish,to facilitate and support local change efforts may address
questions such as:

What sail/ices do we now provide? How do they relate to local
needs, issues, and concerns?

Is the way in which we provide services in need of adjustment?

Are there things we aren4t doing now Which we should be doing?

Can we begin.new services by reallocating existing resodrces,
op do we need to increase our resource Lase?

.41 there .4 difference.between beins responsive and pro-active?
Should we strive to.be one -or the other, or try 4-o maintain a
balance between the two service modes?

N The process of arriving at answers to questions similar to those liste -bcive
wi4, in all likelihood, prove,most valuable to the support agency itself.
Hut fhe process also generates many benefits in terms of increased quality

- and quantity of service to local schools and communities who are engaged in.
the School-Commdnity Process.

su mm arv
1.

Piecemeal views of educational change are unproductive. /The global
perspective of the Oucational enterprise.requires that local efforts, to
improve school-community interaction, be facilitated by a supporting/linking.-
network of agencies at both regional and statewide levels. There are five
major categories of supporting/linking functions which should be provided .

by agencies in the support network: an operational base for process
facilitatorsrprocess facilitator training and skill-buildimg; two-way '

communications and resource linking; policy formulation and facilitative.
legislation; and organizational introspection.
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FOOTNOTES

1. nanfild G. Havelock, Plannin for Innovation: Throli h Dissemination
and Utilization of Knowledge. Institute for.Social Research.
(Ann A:16pr, Michigan: The University of Michigan, 1971) p. 3-35.

,

2. A regional agency refers.to an agency located in a designated area
within a\state.

3. See the paper entitled "Factozs of Successful Lmplementation" for a
more complete,tdiscussion of mutual adaptation.

4.
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